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Zusammenfassung 

Das durch Zecken übertragene TBEV (engl.: tick-borne encephalitis virus = TBEV) ist ein neu-

rotropes Flavivirus. Dieses sich ausbreitende Virus zeigt über die letzten Jahrzehnte einen An-

stieg der Morbidität in Europa und eine Ausweitung der Risikogebiete [1–4]. Zwar gibt es wirk-

same Impfstoffe zur Prävention, aber beim Auftreten der Erkrankung ist nur eine symptoma-

tische Therapie möglich. Ausprägungen wie Meningitis und Enzephalitis bis hin zu neurologi-

schen Folgeerscheinungen oder sogar tödliche Verläufe sind charakteristisch für diese 

schwere Erkrankung des zentralen Nervensystems [4, 3]. Allerdings ist bisher nicht bekannt, 

auf welchem Weg das Virus in das Gehirn eindringt. In dieser Arbeit wurde das Langat Virus 

(LGTV) als Modell verwendet, um die Neuroinvasion und Neurovirulenz in Abhängigkeit der 

Typ I Interferon (IFN) Antwort in asymptomatischen Wildtyp C57BL/6 (WT) und hoch suszep-

tiblen Interferon-α Rezeptor defizienten (Ifnar-/-) Mäusen zu untersuchen. Die Ausbreitung des 

Virus während des Infektionsverlaufs wurde in verschiedenen Hirnregionen untersucht und 

infizierte Zelltypen wurden identifiziert. Die Blut-Hirn-Schranke (BHS) und die Blut-Liquor-

Schranke (BLS) wurden als mögliche Eintrittswege für LGTV ins Gehirn untersucht. Schließlich 

wurde der Einfluss der viralen Infektion auf die Expression der tight junction (engl. für „enge 

Verbindung“) Proteine analysiert. Der Bulbus olfactorius (engl.: olfactory bulb = OB) war die 

Gehirnregion, unabhängig von der Typ I IFN Antwort, in der LGTV am frühesten repliziert. Das 

macht den OB zum wahrscheinlichsten Kandidaten für den Eintrittsort von LGTV in das zent-

rale Nervensystem. Eine beeinträchtigte IFN Signalübertragung führte zu einer Verschiebung 

der Ausbreitung des Virus in Richtung einer heftigen Infektion des Plexus choroideus (engl.: 

choroid plexus = CP), in dem zuvor keine virale RNA bei WT Mäusen nachgewiesen werden 

konnte. Dies weist auf eine wichtige Rolle der Typ I IFN Antwort im CP hin, um die LGTV Infek-

tion im Gehirn zu kontrollieren. Außerdem war eine starke Infektion von Iba-1+ Zellen in OB, 

CP und den Hirnhäuten von Ifnar-/- Mäusen zu beobachten, was darauf hinweist, dass die Typ 

I IFN Signalübertragung in diesen Zellen eine essentielle Rolle bei der Abwehr gegen LGTV im 

Gehirn spielt. Eine direkte Infektion der BHS, BLS und der Hirnhäute konnte während den spä-

teren Zeitpunkten der Infektion nachgewiesen werden. Während der frühen Zeitpunkte, wenn 

sich LGTV bereits im OB befindet, war das Niveau der RNA Expression von den tight Junction 

Proteinen Claudin-5 und Zonula occludens-1 Protein in WT Mäusen relativ stabil. In Ifnar-/- 

Mäusen hingegen waren diese sowohl in nicht infizierten als auch infizierten Tieren negativ 

beeinflusst. Das weist darauf hin, dass LGTV keine gestörte Funktion der Barrieren benötigt 

um in das Gehirn zu gelangen, auch wenn die beeinträchtigte Expression der tight junction 

Proteine in Ifnar-/- Mäusen vermutlich zur verstärkten und veränderten Neurovirulenz von 

LGTV beiträgt.   



 

Abstract 

Tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) is a neurotropic arthropod borne flavivirus that is trans-

mitted by ticks. TBEV is an emerging virus and the risk areas expanded over the past decades 

together with an increase in morbidity in Europe [1–4]. Although several protective vaccines 

provide an effective prevention, there is only symptomatic therapy available in the case of an 

onset of TBE. Manifestations from meningitis via encephalitis through to neurological long-

term sequelae or death are characteristic for this severe disease of the central nervous system 

(CNS) [3, 4]. However, it is not known how the virus infiltrates the brain.  

In this work, the Langat virus (LGTV) has been used as a surrogate model to study the neuroin-

vasion and neurovirulence depending on the type I interferon (IFN) response in asymptomatic 

wild-type C57BL/6 (WT) and highly susceptible Interferon-α receptor deficient (Ifnar-/-) mice. 

The viral distribution across several brain regions was examined during the course of infection 

and infected cell types were identified. The blood-brain-barrier (BBB) and the blood-cerebro-

spinal fluid-barrier (BCSFB) together with the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and the meninges were 

examined as possible entry routes for LGTV. Finally, the influence of the viral infection on the 

tight junction protein expression was analyzed.  

The olfactory bulb was confirmed as the brain region with the earliest onset of LGTV replica-

tion independent of the type I IFN response, identifying it as the most probable entry site for 

LGTV into the CNS. An impaired IFN signaling caused a shift in the viral distribution pattern 

towards a heavy infection of the choroid plexus (CP) in which viral RNA was not detectable for 

WT mice. As a conclusion, this hints at a critical role for the type I IFN response in the CP for 

controlling LGTV infection in the CNS. Additionally, Iba-1+ cells were strongly infected in OB, 

CP and meninges of Ifnar-/- mice, indicating that the regular type I IFN signaling in those cells 

is crucial to control the LGTV infection in the brain. A direct infection of the BBB, BCSFB and 

the meninges could be detected at the later stages of the infection. During the early time 

points, when LGTV RNA was already detectable in the OB, the RNA expression levels of the 

tight junction proteins claudin-5 (CLDN-5) and zonula occludens-1 protein (ZO-1) were mostly 

stable in the WT mice. In Ifnar-/- mice however, the RNA expression levels were significantly 

negatively influenced in the steady state as well as during the infection with LGTV. This indi-

cates that LGTV does not need a disturbed barrier function to enter the brain, although im-

paired tight junction protein expression in Ifnar-/- mice can promote the neurovirulence of 

LGTV.  
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1.  Introduction 

1.1  Viral neuroinvasion, neurotropism and neurovirulence 

The central nervous system (CNS) is a target for a variety of viruses [5]. While some respiratory 

viruses like multiple influenza strains or the respiratory syncytial virus seem to act more op-

portunistic [6, 7], other viruses like rabies virus [8], herpes virus [9] or flaviviruses [10] act 

more specific towards a CNS infection with concerted strategies to evade the immune system 

while entering or persisting in the CNS. Cellular and humoral components of the immune sys-

tem together with the meninges, the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) and the blood-cerebrospinal 

fluid-barrier (BCSFB) represent a strong combination of measures to prevent such attempts. 

However, viruses are able to make well-orchestrated moves to bypass, overcome or impair 

those hindrances by different manners, to reach the CNS. This is called neuroinvasion [5]. Only 

reaching the brain does not necessarily mean a virus is capable of much interaction. If a virus 

is aiming and able to infect neurons or glial cells, including also agents in the periphery, it is 

called neurotropism [5]. The interplay of a virus inherent tropism, the way of neuroinvasion 

and the basic nature of the infection (acute or abortive/persistent) determine the clinical man-

ifestation, which is called neurovirulence [5]. For neurotropism or neurovirulence to come into 

effect, the preliminary neuroinvasion is the obstacle to overcome first.  

 

1.2  Viral strategies for neuroinvasion 

Usually beginning in the peripheral tissues, virus infections can spread and invade other tis-

sues including the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and less often the CNS. Although several 

physical and immunological barriers successfully prevent that from happening in many cases,  

viruses are still capable to outmaneuver those security measurements [11] and even benefit 

from the unique immunological environment in the CNS [12]. 

One option for the viral entrance to the CNS is the infection of different types of neurons in 

the PNS. The rabies virus is able to enter the axons of motor neurons at the neuromuscular 

junctions via receptor mediated transport and is retrogradely transported in endosomal 

transport vehicles and moves trans-synaptically until it reaches the CNS [12–14]. Alpha her-

pesviruses like herpes simples virus type-1 can infect sensory neurons by receptor-mediated 

transport and are transmitted by retrograde or anterograde transport to the CNS. They are 

capable of establishing acute or latent infections [11, 15].  
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Another option to enter the CNS is the olfactory route. This is used for example by the vesic-

ular stomatitis virus (VSV) [16], borna virus [17] or rabies virus [18, 19]. Usually it starts with 

the infection of receptor neurons in the nasal olfactory epithelium followed by anterograde 

axonal transport along the olfactory nerve and thereby reaching the olfactory bulb [20, 11]. 

Further routes for the viral CNS entry are associated with the blood flow. Some viruses are 

able to infect leucocytes in the periphery. Inside them, the virus reaches the brain microvas-

cular endothelial cells (BMECs) and traverse the BBB into the CNS (Trojan horse mechanism) 

[21–23]. Another blood stream associated way is the transport of virus particles to the BMECs 

followed by their infection and a possible impairment of their barrier function [24–26]. Further 

studies show evidence and suggest the assumption that several viruses rely on extracellular 

vesicles to infect BMECs and enter the CNS on that way [27].  

 

1.3  Tick-borne flavivirus LGTV as infection model for neuroinvasion 

Various types of arthropod borne diseases are distributed all around the globe. Elicitors can 

be parasites, bacteria or viruses [28]. Among the latter, the genus Flavivirus contains over 50 

members [29] with many of them known to harm humans. This makes them one of the major 

origins for arthropod borne diseases [30]. These include well-known representatives like the 

West Nile virus (WNV), the yellow fever virus (YFV), the Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV), the 

dengue virus (DENV) and the tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) [31–34].  

 

1.3.1  Flaviviruses: structure, entry & life cycle 

Flaviviruses are spherical, enveloped, positive sense single stranded ribonucleic acid (+ssRNA) 

viruses with a genome of around 11 kilo bases and a virion size of ca 50nm in diameter [35–

38]. Their genome has a single open reading frame. It is flanked by 5’ – and 3’ – noncoding 

regions and the translation generates a single polyprotein [39]. The cleavage by cellular and 

viral proteases results into three structural proteins (capsid (C), precursor-membrane / mem-

brane (prM/M), envelope (E)) and seven nonstructural proteins (NS) (NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, 

NS4A, NS4B, NS5) [39–41]. At a mature flavivirus virion, the E protein organizes in homodimers 

associated with the M protein, which is anchored in a lipid bilayer. Together they form the 

viral envelope [42, 37, 43, 40]. Beneath that, the icosahedral RNA-containing capsid is located, 

consisting of multiple copies of the C protein [41, 44].  
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To replicate, the virus needs to attach to and enter a host cell. For arthropod transmitted 

flaviviruses, multiple proteins have been suggested to play a role for the attachment and in-

ternalization (reviewed in [44]). Further, some indistinct polypeptides were identified as pos-

sible entry receptors [45, 46]. However, until now it applies the assumption that there is not 

a solely candidate for an entry receptor [44, 47]. Instead, most studies came to the finding 

that attachment and entry of arthropod transmitted flaviviruses is mediated by more than one 

protein and differs further across different viruses, strains and different host species because 

of their ability to infect multiple hosts among mammals and arthropods [44–46, 48, 49].  After 

a flavivirus virion entered a cell by clathrin-mediated endocytosis, it needs to interact with an 

endosome to proceed [44]. The low pH within the endosome leads to several processes, one 

of which is the realignment of the E protein from a dimer into a trimer. This exposes more of 

the lipid bi-layer and facilitates the fusion of the viral membrane with the endosomal mem-

brane [38, 50, 40]. This ultimately leads to the release of the viral genome into the cytoplasm 

of the host cell. Once the host cell has recognized the viral RNA as a messenger RNA, it is 

translated into a single polyprotein [40, 39]. Cotranslationally as well as posttranslationally 

this protein is cleaved by proteases of viral and host origin into the three structural and seven 

non-structural proteins [51]. This processing of the viral protein takes place on the endoplas-

mic reticulum (ER) in proximity to the site of RNA replication. While the C, M and E proteins 

are important for the structure of the virus, the seven NS proteins serve different purposes in 

the viral replication and maturation process and for interactions with the host. All NS proteins 

and the viral RNA are colocalized in vesicles in the ER. Together they form the viral replication 

complex [52]. The replicated, positive-sense RNA associates with the structural C protein and 

forms the nucleocapsid, which in turn is then encased by the prM and the E protein [52]. The 

resulting immature virus particles are budded into the ER lumen and are further passing the 

Golgi network while maturing in succession to the acidic pH and a concomitant cleavage of 

prM by the cellular serine protease furin [53]. The mature viral particles leave the cell via ex-

ocytosis [51].  

 

1.3.2  TBEV and LGTV 

Concerning flaviviruses, the neurotropic tick-borne encephalitis Virus (TBEV) is considered one 

of the most important viral disease agents within the European region [54].  
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Different vaccines exist as effective prevention but after infection and with an onset of the 

disease, only supportive and symptomatic therapy is available. Potential, specific antivirals 

and immunoglobulins against TBEV are under investigation but not available jet [2]. A better 

understanding of the infection process and the CNS infiltration is crucial to develop new ther-

apeutic strategies. The Langat virus (LGTV) is a tick-borne flavivirus of the TBEV serogroup. It 

shares over 80% of serological identity with TBEV [55]. Cross-neutralization between TBEV and 

LGTV [56] and even more distantly related flaviviruses like powassan virus [57] has been de-

scribed. No cases of naturally caused LGTV associated diseases in humans have been reported. 

Only following vaccination with live attenuated LGTV-based vaccines, few cases of LGTV 

caused encephalitis were described and this kind of vaccination has been stopped [58]. In 

mouse models with immunocompetent mice, LGTV infections showed rather asymptomatic 

courses. However, even without showing signs of disease, anxiety reduction and impaired 

memory formation were found in the mice subsequent to a LGTV infection [59]. Additionally, 

mice with knockouts referring to the type I interferon (IFN) system like interferon-α receptor 

deficient (Ifnar-/-) or mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein deficient (MAVS-/-) mice, showed 

comparable courses of disease like known for the more virulent subtypes of TBEV with the 

inflammation of the CNS and with a fatal outcome [60, 61]. Referring to these data, LGTV is a 

suitable model virus in mice to investigate the neuroinvasive strategy of tick-borne flaviviruses 

of the TBEV serogroup concerning the influence of the type I IFN system. 

 

1.3.3  Transmission, symptoms and pathogenesis 

TBEV and LGTV are both arthropod-borne viruses that usually are cycling between arthropod 

vectors and vertebrate hosts. The major vectors for TBEV are the ticks Ixodes ricinius for the 

European subtype and Ixodes persulcatus for the Far Eastern and the Siberian subtype [62]. 

The discovery of LGTV (TP21 stain) was also in a tick of the Ixodes family, Ixodes granulatus in 

Malaysia [63] and LGTV was found in South-east Asia and Siberia [31]. Infecting a host is pos-

sible via the contagious saliva of the tick, via an alimentary route (dairy products from infected 

hosts) [64] or vertical from the mother to the fetus or new-born (shown for small rodents 

[65]). A tick to tick transmission is described transovarial, via sexual contact or during co-feed-

ing [66, 67]. Another way of transmission is the feeding of ticks on a viremic host. The virus is 

also capable of outlasting the different developmental stages of the tick [68].  
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Small mammals have been identified as the main transmission hosts for TBEV [62]. Humans 

are also susceptible to the virus however; they do not serve as so-called reservoir hosts [2]. If 

an infection occurs in humans, about one-third of the infected individuals are estimated to 

develop clinical symptoms [69–73]. According to the subtype of the virus and to further less 

defined factors, the course of the disease can vary [74]. TBEV is often referred to as a biphasic 

disease. The first febrile illness phase can be accompanied by fever, muscle pain, headache 

and rashes while lasting for 2-7 days [71]. Characteristic for the second phase is the involve-

ment of the CNS with manifestations like meningitis, encephalitis, meningoencephalitis and 

even chronic infections as well as neurological sequelae like paresis or ataxia [71]. It is often 

stated that around one-third of the patients which suffered from symptoms of the first phase, 

also pass on to the second phase [75, 76, 58]. However, it is still under discussion to which 

extent the first phase passes into the second phase and how often the two phases occur in-

dependently [77, 74]. During a tick bite, TBEV is transmitted via the saliva of the infected tick 

into the skin of the host. There, first the dermal cells and subsequently Langerhans cells, mac-

rophages and neutrophils are infected [78]. When TBEV is transmitted via the alimentary 

route, the gut epithelial cells are suggested to be the site of the first replication while later 

proceeding to dendritic cells [79, 80]. Via the activated immune cells, TBEV reaches local 

lymph nodes and during the ongoing infection, a viremia occurs by which the virus also infects 

other organs like liver, spleen and thymus.  

 

1.3.4  Interaction with the innate immune system and type I IFN 

The body provides multiple lines of defense against pathogens. Considered as the first obsta-

cles to overcome for a pathogen are the physical and chemical barriers like skin, mucus or the 

acidic pH of the gastric acid [81]. Along with that, the innate immune system provides a di-

verse, complex and early set of measures against infiltrating pathogenic agents. So-called pat-

tern recognition receptors (PRRs) are highly expressed in immune cells and to a certain extend 

also in other cells of the body [82, 83]. They are located transmembrane or cytosolic, have the 

ability to detect various pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and can trigger mul-

tiple distinct signaling pathways to counteract an infection [83]. For the (+)ssRNA flaviviruses 

like TBEV and LGTV, which produce intermediate double stranded (ds) RNA during the repli-

cation process, the relevant PRRs are the toll-like receptor (TLR)3, TLR7 and TLR8 as well as 

the retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I), and melanoma differentiation-associated protein-5 
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(MDA-5) [84, 85]. The three listed TLRs sense PAMPs in cellular compartments, whereas TLR3 

recognizes dsRNA [86] and TLR7 and TLR8 recognize ssRNA [87–91]. RIG-I recognizes short and 

MDA5 long dsRNA in the cytosol [92–94]. The recognition of the respective PAMPs leads to 

the recruitment of distinct adaptor proteins at the PRRs.  

TLR3 interacts with TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β (TRIF) [95] while 

TLR7 and TLR8 use the myeloid differentiation primary response 88 (Myd88) as an adaptor 

[96]. Different to the TLRs, RIG-I and MDA-5 recruit the mitochondrial antiviral-signaling pro-

tein (MAVS)(also known as VISA, IPS-1 or Cardif [97–100]). The infection with TBEV revealed 

that among brain resident cells, astrocytes are important IFN-β producers. This was depend-

ent on MAVS at the early stages and on MyD88 and TRIF at the later stages [101]. Further 

downstream of those recruitments, the pathways lead to the activation of the transcription 

factor nuclear factor - κB (NF-κB) or the interferon regulatory factor (IRF)3 and IRF7, that trans-

locate into the nucleus and induce the expression of different pro-inflammatory cytokines 

[102]. Among them, the type I IFNs are commonly known to be crucial for the defense mech-

anisms against viral infections. The expressed type I IFNs are released by the cell and are rec-

ognized in an autocrine and paracrine manner by the interferon-α receptor (Ifnar) 1 and Ifnar2 

chains on the cell surface [103]. This in turn leads to the activation of Janus kinase (JAK)1 and 

the non-receptor tyrosine-protein kinase (TYK)2. They facilitate the phosphorylation of the 

signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) – molecules STAT1 and STAT2. Together 

with IRF9, the two STAT molecules from a trimeric complex. This complex enters the nucleus 

and enhances the transcription of a plethora of interferon stimulated genes (ISGs) by binding 

to an IFN-stimulated response element (ISRE) in the promoter of the ISGs [104–106]. One of 

those ISGs is IRF7, which is able to establish a positive feedback loop of type I IFN induction 

(Figure 1). This enhanced type I IFN production together with hundreds of ISGs promotes the 

often-referred antiviral state. This includes numerous modulations of cell survival, prolifera-

tion, physiology, differentiation, protein translation, and metabolism [82]. Furthermore, it is 

assumed that IFNs and ISGs interfere with almost every stage of the viral lifecycle [82, 107]. 

For several ISGs and interferon-induced proteins, an interaction with TBEV or LGTV was 

shown. Interferon-induced transmembrane proteins (IFITMs) (especially IFITM3) have been 

shown to have protective functions during TBEV infection in cell culture, however the virus 

showed partial escape by using cell-to-cell spread [108].  
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Figure 1: Simplified depiction of the type I interferon signaling pathways 
Retinoic acid-inducible gene-I (RIG-I), melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA-5), mito-
chondrial antiviral-signaling protein (MAVS), toll-like receptor (TLR) 7/9, toll-interleukin-1 receptor 
(TIR) homology domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β (Trif), myeloid differentiation pri-
mary response 88 (MyD88), interferon regulatory factor (IRF) 3/7/9, interferon (IFN) α/β, interferon-
α/β receptor (Ifnar), signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) 1/2, interferon stimulated 
genes (ISGs) 
 
 

Viperin is an ISG and has a protective function in flavivirus infection in a region specific manner 

[109] and targets NS3 for proteasomal degradation [110]. The tripartite motif (TRIM) protein, 

TRIM79α, is another ISG that showed protective qualities against TBEV by mediating lyso-

some-dependent degradation of the flavivirus RNA polymerase NS5 [111]. Additionally, cer-

tain polymorphisms of the interferon-induced antiviral protein family members of 2’-5’-oli-

goadenylate synthethase are associated with the predisposition to TBEV induced disease in 

humans [112], indicating the importance of those proteins during an active TBEV infection. 

However, TBEV, LGTV and flaviviruses in general are able to interfere with the orchestrated 

immune response in different ways. While it could be shown that IFNβ induction is mediated 

by the PRR RIG-I and not MDA-5, it was found that IFN induction is delayed following a TBEV 

infection [113]. This delay could be ascribed to the ability of flaviviruses to form replication 

vesicles in the endoplasmic reticulum.  
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Those structures allow the virus to hide the emerging dsRNA from the cytoplasmic PRR and 

therewith delays the immunological response against the cellular infection [113–115]. More-

over, flaviviruses can antagonize IRF-1 signaling to inhibit distinct functions of dendritic cells 

[116]. Additionally, for TBEV the inhibition of the host rRNA synthesis and protein production 

in human cells of neural origin was described [117]. Further, the flaviviruses NS proteins have 

been investigated extensively and were found to play a prominent role for impairments of the 

immune system. While intracellular NS1 rather contributes to the viral replication [118], ex-

tracellular NS1 binds C1s and C4 in a complex and thereby promotes efficient degradation of 

C4 to C4b leading to a functional impairment of the complement system [119]. However, NS1 

is also a suitable antigen for TLR activation, in dengue virus namely TLR2 and TLR6, which con-

tributes to the induction of a protective, anti-viral immune response [120, 121]. Interestingly, 

the NS1 of TBEV activates the expression of protective immunoproteasome subunits [122]. 

NS2A has not been assigned an independent role [41] but together with NS2B and the small 

hydrophobic NS4A and NS4B it serves as a scaffold for the viral replication complex [52] and 

they have an inhibiting effect on the type I IFN signaling [123–126]. NS2B is further known as 

an important co-factor for the protease activity of NS3. With its enzymatic function, NS3 

serves as a serine protease, helicase and RNA nucleoside triphosphatase during viral replica-

tion and polyprotein processing [41]. Besides NS3, NS5 is the only other NS protein with an 

enzymatic function. Mainly it functioned as a viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase however; 

NS5 is an interferon antagonist and inhibits IFN stimulated JAK-STAT signaling [127, 128]. Fur-

ther, it binds to prolidase and therwith inhibits the suface expression of Ifnar1 [129]. In Addi-

tion, it has been shown that TBEV NS5 interacts with the scribble protein which possibly leads 

to the subversion of the apico-basal cell polarity [130]. For Dengue virus and west Nile virus 

this could be shown in addition to the interaction with zonula occludens-1 protein (ZO-1) 

[131]. 

 

1.3.5  TBEV & LGTV neuroinvasion 

Different approaches have been made to elucidate, how TBEV or LGTV reach the brain, how-

ever a clear answer has not been found so far. A possible and already discussed option is the 

infiltration via the BBB. It has been shown that TBEV is able to infect brain microvascular en-

dothelial cells in vitro [132].  
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However, although the infection with TBEV and LGTV ultimately leads to the breakdown of 

the BBB in susceptible mice, this was not necessary for the virus to reach the brain in the first 

place [133, 60]. For Exosomes containing LGTV, transwell-migration assays showed the poten-

tial of those extracellular vesicles, enriched with viral RNA and protein, to infect microvascular 

endothelial cells of the BBB and a further infection of neuronal cells after crossing the barrier 

[134]. Taken together, this indicates that the disruption of the BBB is not mandatory for TBEV 

and LGTV to infiltrate the CNS however, the BBB cannot be excluded as a pathway. Further, 

possibly LGTV and TBEV use more than one route, as it has been shown for other neurotropic 

viruses like rabies virus [14] and zika virus [135]. Some studies showed an early [136] or strong 

[61, 60] infection with LGTV of the olfactory bulb in susceptible mice. This, and the possibility 

to intranasally infect mice with LGTV [136] indicates that an CNS entry could take place via the 

olfactory route. However the intranasal infection led to a delay in the onset of the disease and 

to a reduced mortality [136], which reduces the probability that the olfactory route is the ini-

tial pathway. Another interesting finding was the early and strong LGTV infection of the deep 

cervical lymph nodes that drain the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [136]. This is hinting at an early 

involvement of the BCSFB in the entry strategy of LGTV into the brain, which makes it an in-

teresting target for further investigation. For a better understanding of the inherent pro-

cesses, it is important to understand the barriers a virus has to face. 

 

1.4  Barriers protecting the brain against viral neuroinvasion 

1.4.1  The blood-brain-barrier 

Made up of cerebral microvascular endothelial cells, specialized in structure and function, the 

BBB is in charge for protecting the brain and its neuronal network from blood-borne sub-

stances and maintaining proper homeostasis and nutrition [137]. Those endothelial cells are 

supported by neurons, interneurons, astrocytes, basal lamina covered with smooth muscular 

cells, pericytes and extracellular matrix [138]. Those components are intertwined with each 

other and make up a structural and highly functional whole, forming what is called the concept 

of the neurovascular unit [138–141].  The endothelial cells of the BBB are connected paracel-

lularly by tight and adherens junctions. Those connections strictly confine passive diffusion of 

blood-borne substances and the paracellular migration of cells [142]. Tight junctions are ori-

ented towards the luminal or apical side of the cell [143].  
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Beside the transport restrictions caused by the tight and adherens junctions, the BBB provides 

a strictly regulated transport system. While oxygen, carbon dioxide and small lipophilic sub-

stances can pass without hindrance, hydrophilic molecules like glucose [144], amino acids 

[145] and others get blocked [141]. Nutrients can pass the barrier to the CNS by carrier-medi-

ated transport and proteins are transported via receptor-mediated transport [141, 146, 147]. 

To transport molecules from the CNS to the blood, special active efflux transporters are 

needed, most of them belonging to the ATP-binding cassette transporter superfamily [137]. 

An alternative for the paracellular way is the transcellular transport. Via different kinds of en-

docytosis, molecules can pass the BBB [142]. 

 

1.4.2  The blood-cerebrospinal fluid-barrier 

Formed by the arachnoid membrane and the choroid plexus (CP) epithelial cells, the blood-

cerebrospinal fluid-barrier (BCSFB) barrier protects the CSF and further, analog to the BBB, the 

brain from blood-borne substances and potentially detrimental influences[148]. Contrary to 

the BBB, the tight junctions of the ependymal epithelial cells form the BCSFB of the CP. As the 

endothelium of the CP is fenestrated and lacking tight junctions, it does not block the move-

ment of small molecules [149]. Though the tight junctions of the CP are quantitatively leakier, 

the BCSFB of the CP is hosting many of the same transporters like the BBB [149, 148]. Primarily 

performed by the CP, the CSF secretion is driven by active ion transport via Na+ and Cl-. In 

general, the composition of the CSF has a lot in common with the plasma, but concentrations 

are different, partly 200 fold lower (e.g. as for total protein) or equal or even slightly higher as 

for some electrolytes and metabolites [148, 150]. For compounds like Ca²+ and various hor-

mones the CP is the mayor site of entry whereas the BBB dominates in the transport of glu-

cose, CO2, O2 and amino acids [148].  

 

1.4.3  The meninges 

The meninges are a membranous structure and can be divided into three different layers 

[151]. Starting from the brain, the pia mater is the innermost layer of the meninges. It is at-

tached to the brain parenchyma and allows the influx of CSF into the parenchyma, driven by 

arterial pulsation [152]. The second layer is the arachnoid mater, which is connected in a web-

like structure to the pia mater.  
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Together they are called the leptomeninges and they build and provide a cavity, called the 

subarachnoid space, traversed by branches of the arachnoid mater (trabeculae) and filled with 

CSF [153, 154]. Further, a layer of cells in the arachnoid mater is equipped with tight junctions 

and thus is able to effectively protect the CSF from unwanted agents. As a result, the arachnoid 

mater in particular and the meninges as a whole are also referred to as a part of the BCSFB or 

blood-meningeal barrier [151, 154]. The outermost layer and also connected to the arachnoid 

mater is the dura mater. While tight junctions are present in the arachnoid mater, the dura 

mater does not feature them. Instead, the dura mater is strongly vascularized with fenestrated 

endothelium and provides an eminent interface for exchange of matter and immunological 

interactions [155, 151].  

 

1.4.4  The role of tight junctions in the BBB and the BCSFB 

The tight and adherens junctions are essential for the barrier properties of the BBB and the 

BCSFB. The integral membrane proteins of the claudin (CLDN) family, junction adhesion mol-

ecules (JAMs) and occludin form dimers in the extracellular space and establish a paracellular 

barrier between adjacent cells [156, 157]. The tight junctions restrict paracellular diffusion 

and passage of cells, they inhibit intramembrane diffusion of membrane lipids and proteins 

between the basolateral and apical side of the cell [158, 157, 159, 160] and they are discussed 

to be maintaining the polarity of the cells [160, 158, 161]. In fact, the tight junction proteins 

are differentially expressed in several tissues or regions respectively and perform very distinc-

tive and diverse functions, which are not all fully uncovered to date. While CLDN-1, -2, -3, -6, 

-9, -19 and -22 show a relevant selectivity for the epithelial cells of the CP, CLDN-4, -5 and -16 

are considerably more enriched in the microvessels of the brain [162]. Further it has been 

found, that CLDN-2, -4, -10a, -10b, -15, -17 and -21 can form selective ion channels or even 

grant permeability to water, as it goes for CLDN-2 and -15 [163]. Therefore, they are able to 

change a tight junction into a rather leaky one under certain circumstances [164, 165]. Beside 

the claudins, JAMs are also differentially expressed and provide different functions by differ-

ent interactions. While they interact homophilic, their adhesive potential links neighboring 

cells [166] and influences the permeability of the tight junctions [167, 168]. Heterophilic in-

teractions have been found for different JAMs as well as JAMs interacting with other adhesion 

molecules. By forming such heterodimers, JAMs influence the transendothelial migration of 

immune cells [168].  
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The expression of JAMs has further been reported to be proportional to the number of tight 

junctions and appear very early during the formation of cell-cell contacts [169]. This indicates 

that they play an important role for the initial formation of tight junctions and further to the 

assignation of the cell polarity [170, 168]. Occludin is without a family of molecules but is con-

sidered a versatile component of the tight junctions. Although a certain redundancy of its 

function is discussed [171], it has been reported that occludin is involved in establishing cell-

cell contact [172], supporting the assembly of tight junctions and the regulation of the actin 

cytoskeleton [173, 171]. To develop this multiplicity of functions, the transmembrane tight 

junction proteins are associated with cytoplasmic scaffolding and adaptor proteins like zonula 

occludens (ZO), cingulin, afadin (AF-6) and 7H6 [157]. The ZO proteins (ZO-1, ZO-1 and ZO-3) 

themselves can bind to the actin cytoskeleton which provides further regulation of paracellu-

lar permeability by relaxation (e.g. via cyclic-AMP) or contraction (e.g. via vascular endothelial 

growth factor VEGF) of actin stress fibers [137]. Adherens junctions are oriented towards the 

basal side of the cell [143]. They consist of the membrane protein cadherin, either VE-Cadherin 

in endothelial cells or E-Cadherin in epithelial cells. By homophilic interactions, they form ad-

hesive contacts between neighboring cells. Via intermediary proteins, the catenins, they in-

teract with the cytoskeleton and via ZO-1 they are interacting and influencing the tight junc-

tions [137]. 
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2.  Aim of this Work 

TBEV is a neurotropic flavivirus, which can lead to an infection with a severe course of disease 

including meningitis and meningoencephalitis with the possibility of a fatal outcome or the 

appearance of serious temporary and long-lasting neurological sequelae. A central but unan-

swered question is, on which route the virus initially enters the brain and how the type I IFN 

system is involved in this process. In humans, a TBEV infection is often asymptomatic and only 

a small fraction of the infected individuals develops severe neurological symptoms. Since this 

is not reflected in laboratory animal models, LGTV should be used as a surrogate model. LGTV 

and TBEV share over 80% of their serological identity and with LGTV asymptomatic infections 

can be investigated in mice. Further, while TBEV has to be handled under biosafety level 3 

conditions, LGTV can be handled under biosafety level 2 conditions. The type I IFN system is 

crucial for the effective defense against infections. To elucidate the influence of the type I IFN 

system on several aspects of the LGTV invasion in the brain, two different genotypes of mice 

were used for all experiments. Highly susceptible Ifnar-/- mice were compared to asympto-

matic WT mice. To approach the question of the viral brain entry, the kinetic of the viral rep-

lication in several brain regions should be determined. Moreover, viruses can use different 

ways to reach the brain and spread further inside. Often, the blood or the CSF are the expedi-

ent means for that. By determining the viral load in the serum and the CSF, their role in infec-

tion and spreading of the virus in the brain should be analyzed. Additionally, viruses can show 

all kinds of different cellular tropisms and those in turn can often give information about the 

course of infection and cell type specific functions. To examine if the type I IFN system takes 

over a cell-specific function after LGTV infection, the cells in the brains of the two different 

genotypes should be examined concerning their susceptibility towards an LGTV infection. Fur-

thermore, several barriers protect the brain, namely the BBB, the BCSFB and the meninges, 

which limit and regulate the entry of molecules and cells. Therefore, the time point for the 

infection of those barriers should be determined. Finally, overcoming the protective brain bar-

riers can be realized by different mechanisms and is often associated with an affected barrier 

integrity. To examine to which extend a LGTV infection influences the brain barriers, the ex-

pression of several tight junction genes should be analyzed during the course of infection. 
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3.  Results 

3.1  Viral distribution 

Infection with TBEV can lead to infection of the brain and produce severe disease states. Alt-

hough there is several information in the literature about TBEV and LGTV and their ability to 

cause a disease in the CNS, it is unknown how they initially infiltrate the brain and infect the 

brain parenchyma. With no specific treatment against TBE available, it is important to under-

stand the mechanisms, which TBEV relies on to reach the brain. With those in hand, it could 

be possible to develop strategies that prevent or reduce the transition of TBEV from the pe-

riphery into the CNS. As a recent study shows [74], there could be a usable therapeutic win-

dow between the systemic expansion, often associated with febrile illness like symptoms, and 

the neurological manifestation of TBE. To address this issue, we use LGTV as a surrogate model 

for TBEV, to examine the distribution of the virus in connection to infected cells and the influ-

ence on the barriers of the CNS.  

 

3.1.1  Viral RNA of LGTV detected earliest in the olfactory bulb 

For LGTV it has been shown in vivo that viral RNA is detectable in the brain of Ifnar-/- mice two 

days before the breakdown of the BBB verified by Evans blue [60]. This indicates that the virus 

can enter the brain without an opening of the BBB. Recently, another study showed an early 

infection of the olfactory bulb (OB) and the deep cervical lymph nodes with LGTV, hinting at 

an early involvement of the BCSFB in the entry strategy of LGTV into the brain [136]. The CP 

with its structure and function is the essential part of the BCSFB [146]. To investigate the role 

of the BSCSF in the virus entry to the brain and the spread in different brain parts, the viral 

replication in different brain regions and the CP was determined during the course of infec-

tion. At first, different regions of the brain were compared to the CP to examine the regions 

at the time point of LGTV replication and the role of type I IFNs. For that purpose wild-type 

C57BL/6 (WT) mice and Interferon-α receptor deficient (Ifnar-/-) mice were infected with 102 

focus forming units (FFUs) subcutaneous (SC) in the right hind leg. WT mice survive the infec-

tion and show no signs of disease. Ifnar-/- mice succumb to the infection after four to six days 

and show distinct signs of disease [136, 60]. The time points 0 (uninfected), 24, 48 and 72 

hours post infection (hpi) were chosen for analysis.  
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At those time points, the brains of the mice were isolated. It has been shown that the OB is 

the brain region where LGTV RNA was detected first [136] and to the highest amount [60] 

during the course of infection. To discern if the virus is spreading from the OB to an adjacent 

or far off region, also the frontal cortex (FC), which lies in direct vicinity to the OB, and the 

cerebellum (Cbel), which lies on the opposite side of the brain, were isolated. Further, the CP 

from the lateral ventricles and the fourth ventricle was isolated and pooled. RNA of LGTV (RNA 

coding for LGTV NS3 protein) was measured by quantitative real-time, reverse transcriptase 

polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) (Figure 2A). In WT mice, no LGTV RNA was measurable 

during the first analyzed time point post infection (24 hpi) in any of the examined brain re-

gions. After 48 hpi, the first and only brain region which showed viral RNA in WT mice was the 

OB (Figure 2B). At the last analyzed time point of 72 hpi, the OB showed an equal amount of 

virus as during the previous time point (Figure 2B) and the FC started to show viral RNA to a 

similar extend as the OB (Figure 2C+F). The Cbel and the CP stayed free of measurable 

amounts of LGTV RNA during all measured time points in the WT mice (Figure 2D+E). In Ifnar-

/- mice the earliest time point at which LGTV was measurable was 24 hpi in the OB (Figure 2B). 

At this time point the amount of virus in Ifnar-/- mice was comparable to the 48 hpi time point 

in WT mice (Figure 2B). While 48 hpi the amount of LGTV RNA  in the OB of Ifnar-/- mice did 

not increase significantly compared to the earlier time point and was comparable to the WT 

mice at the same time point (Figure 2B), the FC and the CP started showing viral RNA. This was 

not the case for the WT mice at this time point (Figure 2C+E). At 72 hpi, the amount of LGTV 

RNA in Ifnar-/- mice significantly increased over the values at 48 hpi in the OB, Cbel and CP 

while it kept steady in the FC. For the Cbel, 72 hpi was the only time point at which virus could 

be detected. Across all analyzed brain regions, the amount of viral RNA was significantly higher 

in Ifnar-/- mice compared to the WT mice at 72 hpi. Although the earliest detection of viral RNA 

was in the OB of Ifnar-/- mice 24 hpi, the direct comparison of the latest time point in the 

experiment, 72 hpi, showed the significantly highest proportion of viral RNA in the CP of Ifnar-

/- mice at that point (Figure 2F). These results show that the type I IFN system has a varying 

impact on the amount of viral RNA in distinct brain regions. Type I IFN protects the Cbel and 

the CP completely during the early stages of LGTV infection in WT mice. However, in the OB 

and the FC only the onset of viral replication is delayed and the amount of viral RNA stays at 

lower levels in WT mice compared to Ifnar-/- mice.  
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In addition, although the OB lies in direct vicinity to the FC, in the latter the onset of infection 

is later and never reaches these high amounts of viral RNA than what can be seen in the OB. 

This indicates that the brain region plays a role for the entry of LGTV into the brain.  

 

 

Figure 2: Detection of LGTV in different brain regions via qRT-PCR 
A. Schematic depiction of the experimental procedure. WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected via SC injec-
tion at the left hind leg with 102 FFUs LGTV. The RNA levels for LGTV at the indicated time points were 
analyzed by qRT-PCR for B. the OB, C. the FC D. the Cbel and E. the CP. The time point 0 represents the 
uninfected controls. F. Direct comparison of the results from figures B-E between the different brain 
regions at the time point 72 hpi. The results are representative for two independent experiments (n = 
6). Error bars represent the mean. For statistical analysis pairwise, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was 
used (ns, not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). 
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3.1.2  Late infection of meninges and brain microvessels  

Beside the CP as producer of the CSF, also the meninges share a great contact surface with 

the CSF and are crossed by meningeal lymphatic vessels [174]. Like the CSF, those lymphatic 

vessels are drained by the deep cervical lymph nodes. In part, the meninges have been iden-

tified as infected during a LGTV infection [60]. As a result, they represent a possible target for 

the entry strategy of LGTV into the brain. Alongside the meninges, the microvessels of the 

brain parenchyma as part of the BBB are a further interesting target. In in vitro studies, it has 

been shown that TBEV is able to infect brain microvascular endothelial cells without an im-

pairment of the functionality of the BBB [132]. However, it is not clear if the infection takes 

place in vivo and already in early stages of the LGTV infection. To address these questions and 

compare them to the obtained data from the OB, FC, Cbel and CP, WT mice and Ifnar-/- mice 

were infected with 102 FFUs SC in the right hind leg. At the time points 0 (uninfected), 24, 48 

and 72 hpi the skull of the mice was opened in a transversal plane without damaging the brain 

or the skullcap. The brains were isolated from the skull base and the obtainable meninges 

(dura mater and partly the arachnoid mater) from the skullcap (Figure 3A). After removing the 

remaining parts of the meninges from the brain (pia mater and partly the arachnoid mater), 

the whole brain was minced thoroughly and processed by multiple density gradient centrifu-

gation steps (Figure 3B). For the isolated meninges and brain microvessels (BMVs), the RNA of 

LGTV was analyzed by qRT-PCR (Figure 3C+D). In WT mice, no LGTV RNA was detectable at all, 

neither in the meninges nor in the BMVs. While in the CP the RNA of LGTV was already detect-

able 48 hpi in Ifnar-/- mice, the meninges were firstly infected 72 hpi (Figure 3C). The BMVs 

shared the same finding, but with a much higher variability and proportion among the RNA 

amounts (Figure 3D). The late infection of the BMVs and the meninges compared to other 

regions in the brain indicates a less relevant contribution to the initial brain entry of LGTV.  
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Figure 3: Detection of LGTV in relevant tissue for the BBB and the BCSFB 
Schematic depiction of the experimental procedure for A. the isolation of the meninges and B. the 
BMV isolation. WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected via SC injection at the left hind leg with 102 FFUs 
LGTV. The RNA levels for LGTV at the indicated time points were analyzed by qRT-PCR for C. the me-
ninges and D. the BMVs. The time point 0 represents the uninfected controls. The results are repre-
sentative for two independent experiments (n = 6). Error bars represent the mean. For statistical anal-
ysis pairwise, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used (ns, not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). 

 

3.1.3  CSF stays clear of replicable LGTV during early CNS infection 

Several studies of human TBEV infection showed [175–177], that viral RNA is rarely detectable 

in the CSF during the earlier stages of the disease. Therefore, it is considered an unreliable 

marker for diagnosis. As the infection with TBEV is often going unnoticed [71] the timeframe 

of patient examination and possibly small amounts of viral RNA in the samples might be un-

derlying for some inconsistencies in the analysis of the CSF regarding TBEV patients. To assess 

if the CSF could still play a relevant role for the entry or distribution of LGTV into the brain, it 

needs to be determined if and at which time point replicable LGTV is present in the CSF and 

to which amount. For this purpose WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected with 102 FFUs, SC in the 

right hind leg.  
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At the time points 0 (uninfected), 24, 48 and 72 hpi the mice were killed with an overdose of 

CO2 and directly afterwards all fur, skin and tissue was removed from the back part of the 

head to expose the cisterna magna. CSF was collected with a very thin glass capillary by cis-

terna magna puncture. Hearth blood was collected to isolate serum as a positive control. Rep-

lication competent virus was determined by a FFU assay. 

 

 

Figure 4: The CSF shows no LGTV RNA after peripheral infection with LGTV 
WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected via SC injection at the left hind leg with 102 FFUs LGTV. The cisterna 
magna was punctured and the CSF was isolated. Subsequently hearth blood was obtained to isolate 
the serum. The FFUs for LGTV at the indicated time points were determined with a FFU assay per-
formed on Vero cells. Biological duplicates were made for each sample. The results are representative 
for two independent experiments (n = 6). Error bars represent the mean. For statistical analysis pair-
wise, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used (ns, not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). 

 

In the serum, LGTV foci were detected earliest 48 hpi for WT and Ifnar-/- mice (Figure 4). How-

ever, the detected concentration of viral particles was significantly higher in Ifnar-/- mice. To-

wards 72 hpi, the number of FFUs increased slightly in WT mice and significantly in the Ifnar-/- 

mice. Furthermore the virus concentration in the serum of Ifnar-/- mice is significantly higher 

72 hpi compared to the WT mice at the same time point. For the CSF, no FFUs could be verified 

at any examined time point in WT and Ifnar-/- mice.  
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This indicates that the entry strategy for LGTV to reach the brain might not primarily rely on 

the CSF, although the low amount of CSF that could be extracted and the sensitivity of the 

assay have to be taken into account. 

 

3.2  Cellular tropism of LGTV in the CNS 

Neurons have been described as a main target of LGTV and TBEV [178, 61, 60], but also Iba-1+ 

microglia and GFAP+ astrocytes showed some level of infection [179, 61]. 

Still, in vivo there are LGTV infected cells that remained unidentified and it has not been made 

clear, which cells are infected at the early time points when LGTV initially gains entry to the 

CNS. As this could provide information about the entry strategy or the possible entry site of 

LGTV, the brains of LGTV infected mice were immunohistologically examined to gather more 

data about the viral kinetics inside the brain.  

 

3.2.1  LGTV is detectable mainly in the OB and the CP by immunohistology 

To identify the sites of LGTV infection in the brain, immunohistological analyses were per-

formed. WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected with 102 FFUs LGTV, SC in the right hind leg. At the 

time points 0 (uninfected), 24, 48, 72 and 96 hpi the brains were harvested and prepared for 

immunofluorescence analyses. 30 µm tissue slices were labeled with an antibody against the 

LGTV non-structural protein 3 (NS3) to locate the virus in the brain. As a result, LGTV was not 

detectable by immunohistology at any analyzed time point in WT mice (data not shown). The 

earliest time point at which LGTV was detectable in the brain of Ifnar-/- mice was 72 hpi in the 

CP (shown in detail under 3.2.2). At 96 hpi, LGTV could be shown in the OB, the CP and at the 

meninges that were still attached to the brain (Figure 5). The bigger black or empty areas in 

the microscopic pictures of Figure 5 were identified as air bubbles or folds and were not the 

result of the LGTV infection. A comparison of immunofluorescence and qRT-PCR results 

showed, that immunofluorescence was less sensitive and detection of low amounts of viral 

protein at early stages of the infection or in general in the brain of WT mice was impossible. 

Nonetheless, immunofluorescence microscopy was still essential to identify infected cells and 

to gain insights about their distribution in the brain. By qRT-PCR, LGTV was detectable first in 

the OB and with a 24h delay in the FC and CP of Ifnar-/- mice.  
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By immunofluorescence microscopy, the virus was detectable earliest in the CP 72 hpi. This 

corresponds with the qRT-PCR data that showed the highest viral load for the CP compared to 

the other analyzed brain regions at that time point.  

 

 

Figure 5: Immunohistological detection of LGTV in OB, CP and meninges of Ifnar-/- mice 96 hpi.  
Brains of SC infected Ifnar-/- mice were isolated after the indicated time points. Thereof gained 30 µm 
sections were labeled with an antibody against LGTV NS3. A Secondary antibody labeled with a fluor-
ophore was used for detection with immunofluorescence microscopy in the indicated color. DAPI was 
used to stain AT rich DNA (nuclei). The generated microscopy images were stitched together for a full 
view image of the whole brain section. Yellow square 1 indicates area of the CP depicted zoomed in. 
Yellow square 2 indicates area of the meningeal tissue depicted zoomed in. Yellow square 3 indicates 
area of the OB depicted zoomed in. The images are representative for two independent experiments 
(n=6). 
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Assuming that the viral load in the other infected brain regions increases further over time in 

the Ifnar-/- mice, the visualization of the infection at 96 hpi in the OB, CP and the meninges is 

a coherent finding. The qRT-PCR data and the immunofluorescence observations show that 

locally distant brain regions are infected in short temporal succession in Ifnar-/- mice. This data 

could indicate that either LGTV uses the CSF for spreading from the entry site to regions that 

are more distant or that the virus has multiple entry sites into the brain. 

 

3.2.2  Abundant LGTV infection of Iba-1+ cells 

As previously shown in this work, an infection could not be detected by immunofluorescence 

microscopy for the time points 0 (uninfected), 24 and 48 hpi in Ifnar-/- mice and for all time 

points in WT mice. For that reason, in the following figures the focus is on the 0, 72 or 96 hpi 

time points of Ifnar-/- mice in order to be able to compare these time points in more detail. As 

it has been published that LGTV targets neurons in the brain, 30 µm tissue slices were labeled 

with antibodies against neuronal nuclei (NeuN) and LGTV. NeuN is a protein that is mainly 

located in the cell nuclei and to lesser extend in the perinuclear cytoplasm of differentiated 

postmitotic neurons [180]. Interestingly, in the infected regions of the brain, no NeuN+ cells 

were infected with LGTV (Figure 6A+B). In addition, the infected cells showed evidently high 

similarities in morphology with microglia or macrophages (Figure 6B). Hence, brain sections 

were labeled with antibodies against the ionized calcium-binding adapter molecule 1 (Iba-1), 

the transmembrane protein 119 (TMEM119) and LGTV. Iba-1 is a marker for microglia activa-

tion in the brain and allows valuable insight into the morphological changes of those cells in 

different physiological conditions [181–183]. Peripheral macrophages can infiltrate the brain 

[184–187], share morphological traits of microglia in the brain and they share Iba-1 as a 

marker [188]. TMEM119 was identified as microglia specific marker [189, 190] and is used in 

combination with Iba-1 to allow a more reliable differentiation between infiltrating macro-

phages and resident microglia [191]. The Iba-1 staining showed the expected ramified pheno-

type of microglia cells in a healthy brain (Figure 6C). Characteristic are the many fine processes 

that expand around the cell body and the rather homogenous distribution pattern across the 

tissue [183, 181, 182]. The TMEM119 staining is mostly matching the Iba-1 staining, especially 

at the processes of the microglia (Figure 6C).  
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At 96 hpi, when the LGTV infection was clearly traceable by immunofluorescence microscopy, 

the phenotype of the Iba-1+ cells clearly changed to a lesser ramified, more amoeboid shape 

with fewer processes and a more patchy distribution pattern (Figure 6D).  

 

 

Figure 6: LGTV infects Iba-1+ cells in the OB of Ifnar-/- mice 96 hpi.  
Brains of SC infected Ifnar-/- mice were isolated after the indicated time points. Thereof gained 30 µm 
sections were labeled with antibodies against Iba-1 (microglia/macrophages), TMEM119 (microglia) 
NeuN (neurons) and LGTV NS3. Secondary antibodies labeled with fluorophores were used for detec-
tion with immunofluorescence microscopy in the indicated colors. DAPI was used to stain AT rich DNA 
(nuclei). A-D. The depicted regions belong to the outer plexiform and the glomerular layer of the OB. 
B. Yellow square 1 indicates the region of interest depicted zoomed in at the right. White arrows indi-
cate LGTV infected cells. The images are representative for two independent experiments (n=6). 
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The fluorescence for TMEM119 was decreased but resembled the changed morphological 

state the microglia were in. It could clearly be shown, that the signal for LGTV was overlapping 

with the Iba-1 fluorescence, indicating an abundant infection of Iba-1+ cells (Figure 6D). 

Caused by the reduced fluorescence intensity of the TMEM119, the overlap with the Iba-1 

signals was harder to determine as in the uninfected animals. This led to the observation that 

not all LGTV infected cells could be identified as TMEM119+ or TMEM119-.  

Shifting the attention from the OB to the CP, in the next step the cellular tropism of LGTV in 

the CP was examined. Therefore, 30 µm tissue sections were used. Sections were labeled with 

antibodies against LGTV, Iba-1 and CD45 (infiltrating leukocytes). CD45 is expressed, although 

in different patterns, on all cells of the hematopoietic lineage [192]. While T-, B- and NK-Cells 

show stronger expression patterns, erythrocytes, activated neutrophils and macrophages 

show a weaker expression of CD45 [192]. In addition, most brain resident cells usually show 

no CD45 expression. In the case of the distinction between brain resident microglia and infil-

trating macrophages, the specification of CD45 – intermediate or CD45 - low (CD45med/ 

CD45low) has often been assigned to resident microglia and macrophages while CD45 - high 

(CD45high) is assigned to the infiltrating macrophages [193–196]. Microscopic analyses of the 

immunolabeling in the CP showed Iba-1+ and CD45+ cells in Ifnar-/- mice to similar amounts in 

uninfected animals and 72 hpi (Figure 7A+B). Addressing LGTV, the images show Iba-1+, 

CD45low infected cells (Figure 7B+C) as well as Iba-1low, CD45low /CD45- infected cells (Figure 

7B+D). CD45high cells were not infected. The fluorescence for CD45 was not always precisely 

identifiable as low or negative. This Data indicates that a resident phenotype of macrophages 

is infected in the CP. The infiltrating, CD45high cell population was not infected with LGTV. 

Hence, these cells might not play a role for the migration of the virus into the CP.  
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Figure 7: LGTV infects CD45low Iba-1+ cells in the CP of Ifnar-/- mice 72 hpi.  
Brains of SC infected Ifnar-/- mice were isolated after the indicated time points. Thereof gained 30 µm 
sections were labeled with antibodies against Iba-1 (microglia/macrophages), CD45 (infiltrating leuco-
cytes) and LGTV NS3. Secondary antibodies labeled with fluorophores were used for detection with 
immunofluorescence microscopy in the indicated colors. DAPI was used to stain AT rich DNA (nuclei). 
A-B. Sections of the CP are depicted. Yellow square 1 indicates region of interest depicted zoomed in 
for C. Yellow square 2 indicates region of interest depicted zoomed in for D. Green arrows indicate Iba-
1+, CD45low LGTV infected cells. White arrows indicate Iba-1low, CD45- LGTV infected cells. The images 
are representative for two independent experiments (n=6). 
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3.2.3  No LGTV infection in epithelial or endothelial cells of the BCSFB and BBB 

As the qRT-PCR results showed an infection of the BMVs in Ifnar-/- mice, immunofluorescence 

microscopy was used to identify infected cells of the barrier facilitating microvessels in the 

BBB. Additionally, the leaky microvessels and the adjacent border forming epithelial cells of 

the BCSFB in the CP and their environment were analyzed. Starting with the BBB, histological 

sections of the brain were labeled with an antibody against LGTV, CD45 (infiltrating leuko-

cytes) and with solanum tuberosum lectin (STL) (binds N-acetylglucosamine of blood vessels 

and macrophages/microglia [197, 198]). The staining showed no differences between the 

blood vessels of uninfected and infected Ifnar-/- mice 96 hpi (Figure 8A+B). The blood vessels 

were always without any double positive staining for LGTV. Interestingly, the infected cells in 

Ifnar-/- mice were often located near the blood vessels as well as the CD45+ cells, but a co-

staining with LGTV was not observed (Figure 8B). Further, the staining with STL indicated that 

the infected cells near the blood vessels were microglia (Figure 8C). 
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Figure 8: LGTV infected cells are located near blood vessels in the OB of Ifnar-/- mice 96 hpi.  
Brains of SC infected Ifnar-/- mice were isolated after the indicated time points. Thereof gained 30 µm 
sections were labeled with primary antibodies against CD45 (infiltrating leukocytes) and LGTV NS3. 
Biotinylated STL was used to bind N-acetylglucosamine (blood vessels). Secondary antibodies labeled 
with fluorophores were used for detection with immunofluorescence microscopy in the indicated col-
ors. AlexaFluor488 labeled streptavidin was used to detect biotin. DAPI was used to stain AT-rich DNA 
(nuclei). A-B. The depicted regions belong to the outer plexiform and the granular layer of the OB. 
Yellow square 1 indicates the region of interest depicted zoomed in at C. White arrows indicate LGTV 
infected microglia. The pictures are representative for two independent experiments (n=6). 
 

To examine the BCSFB in the CP, 30 µm brain sections were labeled with antibodies against 

LGTV and E-Cadherin (epithelial cells of the CP), to assess if they are possible targets for LGTV. 

E-Cadherin is expressed specific in most epithelial cells [199, 200] and has successfully been 

used to study infections of the CP [201, 202]. The epithelial cells of the CP are of special inter-

est in the context of LGTV infection as they express tight junction proteins and form the BCSFB. 

The microscopic images show a strong staining for E-Cadherin in the uninfected CP as well as 

in the CP of Ifnar-/- mice 72 hpi (Figure 9A+B). Further, the honeycomb-like morphology of the 

epithelial cells could be seen.  
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The evaluation of the staining in the infected Ifnar-/- mice at 72 hpi revealed, that E-Cadherin 

showed no co-staining with LGTV and the morphology of the epithelial cells differs largely 

from the infected cells, them showing a much more amorphic shape with visible outstretching 

dendrite elements (Figure 9B). This data is indicating that LGTV does not infect CP epithelial 

cells in vivo. 

 

Figure 9: Epithelial cells in the CP are no target of LGTV in Ifnar-/- mice 72 hpi 
Brains of SC infected Ifnar-/- mice were isolated after the indicated time points. Thereof gained 30 µm 
sections were labeled with primary antibodies against LGTV NS3 and E-Cadherin (epithelial cells). DAPI 
was used to stain AT-rich DNA (nuclei). A-B. The section of the CP is depicted. The pictures are repre-
sentative for two independent experiments (n=6). 
 

For the following experiment, whole-tissue mounts of the CP were labeled with antibodies 

against LGTV and CD140b (also known as platelet-derived growth factor receptor β (PDGFR-

β)) to see if pericytes are infected. PDGFRβ is considered to be downregulated in more mature 

pericytes [203, 204] but still has been identified as a specific marker for pericytes [205] and 

used successfully to stain pericytes in a Zika infection model in the CP of mice [206]. Further, 

STL was used to label the blood vessels in the CP. With the staining it was possible to locate 

the vessels and pericytes in CP whole tissue mounts of uninfected Ifnar-/- mice and after 72 

hpi (Figure 10A+B). The results showed that, like in the OB, the infected cells in the CP were 

located in proximity to the blood vessels, but the endothelium could not be found infected 

with LGTV. In addition, the occasional infection of pericytes was found (Figure 10 B+C). 
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Figure 10: Sparse LGTV infection of pericytes near blood vessels in the CP of Ifnar-/- mice 72 hpi.  
Brains of SC infected Ifnar-/- mice were isolated after the indicated time points. Thereof gained whole 
mount samples were labeled with primary and secondary antibodies for immunofluorescence micros-
copy in the indicated colors. DAPI was used to stain AT-rich DNA (nuclei). A-B. The whole-tissue mount 
of the CP is depicted, labeled with antibodies against LGTV NS3 and CD140b (pericytes). Biotinylated 
STL was used to bind N-acetylglucosamine (blood vessels) and AlexaFluor488 labeled streptavidin was 
used to detect biotin. The yellow square 1 indicates the region of interest depicted zoomed in for C. 
The green arrows indicates a CD140b- LGTV infected cell outside of the microvessels. The white arrow 
indicates a CD140b+ LGTV infected cell outside the microvessels. The pictures are representative for 
two independent experiments (n=6). 
 

 

3.2.4  LGTV infection of Iba-1+ cells in the meninges in the absence of Ifnar 

To obtain information on the tropism of LGTV in the meninges, they were isolated from skull-

caps as whole-tissue mounts and labeled with antibodies against CD45, Iba-1 and LGTV.  

In uninfected Ifnar-/- animals, the staining of the meninges showed CD45+ and very few Iba-

1low cells (Figure 11A). After 72 hpi, a great number of LGTV infected cells was detected.  

While the number of CD45+ cells remained almost the same after infection, the number of Iba-

1+ cells increased strongly (Figure 11B).  
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Further, it could be estimated that there was no big difference between the uninfected ani-

mals compared to the infected ones in CD45high cells. However, the pictures allow the assump-

tion that there are more CD45low cells in the infected animals (Figure 11A+B).  

 

 

Figure 11: CD45+ cells and Iba-1+ cells in the meninges are infected by LGTV in Ifnar-/- mice 72 hpi. 
Skullcaps of SC infected Ifnar-/- mice were isolated after the indicated time points. A-B. Thereof gained 
whole-tissue mounts of the meninges were labeled with antibodies against Iba-1 (macrophages), CD45 
(leukocytes) and LGTV NS3. Secondary antibodies labeled with fluorophores were used for detection 
with immunofluorescence microscopy in the indicated colors. DAPI was used to stain AT rich DNA (nu-
clei). The yellow square 1 indicates the region of interest depicted zoomed in for C. The green arrow 
indicates a LGTV infected cell, which is Iba-1- and CD45-. Red arrows indicate LGTV infected cells that 
are Iba-1+ and CD45-. Orange arrows indicate a LGTV infected cell, which is Iba-1+ and CD45low. The 
images are representative for two independent experiments (n=6). 

 

As the clear identification of the number of CD45low cells was not possible for every section 

given to the inconsistent fluorescence concomitant with the low amount of antigen, this could 

not be proven statistically. Moreover, the LGTV infected cells could be identified as Iba-1+ and 

CD45low or also as Iba-1- and CD45-.  
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Like in the OB and CP, again Iba-1+ and CD45low cells could be identified as targets for LGTV. 

Like in the CP, this data is indicating that LGTV infects a rather resident phenotype of macro-

phages than infiltrating ones.  

 

3.3  Effects of LGTV on BBB and BCSFB  

Although the BBB and the BCSFB act as highly functional and effective barriers, they are also 

potential gateways for viruses migrating from the periphery into the CNS. Largely, those bar-

rier functions are formed and regulated by several distinct cell types and proteins that form 

the tight junctions and adherens junctions. The tight junctions are distributed and regulated 

differently in the BBB and the BCSFB [207, 157]. Strong or exuberant immunological responses 

during infections are known to cause structural and functional alterations resulting in a leaky 

BBB or BCSFB that allows or supports the entry of pathogens into the brain [208]. Apart from 

severe inflammation, neurotropic viruses show various approaches of interactions with the 

barriers in order to invade the CNS [209, 11].  

 

3.3.1  Tight junction proteins are regulated differently in different brain regions 

To characterize the barriers during LGTV infection, different tight junction proteins were ex-

amined for their expression in different regions during the course of the LGTV infection. WT 

and Ifnar-/- mice were infected with 102 FFUs, SC in the right hind leg. BMVs or whole brains, 

separated into OB, FC, Cbel and CP, were isolated at the time points 0 (uninfected), 24, 48 and 

72 hpi. The RNA levels of different tight junction proteins were determined by qRT-PCR. Anal-

ysis of the different brain parts revealed that in the OB of WT mice, the CLDN-5 levels in-

creased significantly over time. In contrast, the mRNA level of CLDN-5 in the OB of Ifnar-/- mice 

stayed constant and was significantly lower at 48 hpi compared to the WT mice (Figure 12A). 

In the FC of WT mice the expression of CLDN-5 increased significantly during the course of 

infection. In the FC of Ifnar-/- mice the CLDN-5 expression level in uninfected mice was signifi-

cantly higher compared to uninfected WT mice. However, the CLDN-5 levels decreased during 

the course of infection (Figure 12B). In the Cbel of Ifnar-/- mice the CLDN-5 expression was 

significantly lower in the absence of an infection and did not change due to the infection (Fig-

ure 12C).  
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Figure 12: CLDN-5 expression is dependent on type I IFN in different brain regions 
WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected via SC injection at the left hind leg with 102 FFUs LGTV. The RNA 
levels of CLDN-5 in A. the OB, B. the FC and C. the Cbel were analyzed by qRT-PCR for the indicated 
time points. The time point 0 represents the uninfected controls. The results are representative for 
two independent experiments (n = 6). Error bars represent the SEM. For statistical analysis pairwise, 
two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used (ns, not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). 

 

In the Cbel, the CLDN-5 levels were significantly lower in uninfected Ifnar-/- mice compared to 

uninfected WT mice. In the OB the absence of Ifnar had no influence on the steady state ex-

pression of CLDN-5. This indicates that type I IFN is important for the regulation of the tight 

junction protein CLDN-5 even without an infection, but in a brain region specific manner. So 

far, the CLDN-5 expression was analyzed per brain region comparing the two genotypes. To 

answer the question, if the CLDN-5 expression is different within a respective genotype across 

the three different brain regions, another depiction was chosen. Comparing the three meas-

ured infection time points for WT mice showed no significant differences across the different 

brain regions (Figure 13A). Interestingly the same kind of analyses in Ifnar-/- mice showed some 

deviations for the CLDN-5 expression across the brain regions. While the LGTV infection led to 

an increase of CLDN-5 levels in all brain regions for WT mice, this was different for Ifnar-/- mice. 

There was a significant reduction of the CLDN-5 steady state expression in the Cbel, no induc-

tion of CLDN-5 expression in the OB and the Cbel during the infection and even a reduction of 

CLDN-5 expression in the FC (Figure 13B). This revealed that type I IFN is needed for the in-

duction of CLDN-5 expression during the infection with LGTV in all analyzed brain regions and 

in the FC in particular, as even a reduction was shown during the infection. Further, type I IFN 

is significantly influencing the CLDN-5 homeostasis in the FC (increased) and Cbel (reduced) in 

an opposing manner.   
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Figure 13: CLDN-5 is differentially regulated across brain regions in Ifnar-/- mice 
WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected via SC injection at the left hind leg with 102 FFUs LGTV. The RNA 
levels of CLDN-5 in the OB, the FC and the Cbel for A. WT and B. Ifnar-/- mice were analyzed by qRT-
PCR for the indicated time points. The time point 0 represents the uninfected controls. The results are 
representative for two independent experiments (n = 6). Error bars represent the SEM. For statistical 
analysis pairwise, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used (ns, not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). 

 

ZO-1 was the next tight junction protein that was analyzed. This cytosolic protein is known as 

a scaffold protein that can connect a transmembrane tight junction protein like CLDN-5 to the 

actin cytoskeleton and by this enabling a stable linkage between cells [210–212]. The expres-

sion patterns for the tight junction protein ZO-1 were analyzed in the same manner as for 

CLDN-5. In the OB of WT mice the ZO-1 expression increased significantly from the uninfected 

time point towards 24 hpi. After 48 hpi, the ZO-1 expression decreased and reached the a level 

like before the infection. In Ifnar-/- mice the ZO-1 levels significantly decreased from 24 hpi 

and remained at the lower level during the 48 hpi time point (Figure 14A). Additional to the 

different regulation of ZO-1, the comparison of WT and Ifnar-/- mice shows that the overall 

expression of ZO-1 in Ifnar-/- mice is significantly lower during all three measured time points, 

reaching only about half the levels of the WT mice. In the FC of WT mice the ZO-1 expression 

was steady at the 0 hpi and 24 hpi time point and was then significantly decreasing towards 

48 hpi. In the FC of Ifnar-/- mice the levels of ZO-1 were significantly increasing towards 24 hpi 

and then slightly decreasing again towards 48 hpi (Figure 14B).  
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Figure 14: ZO-1 regulation is dependent on type I IFN in different brain regions 
WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected via SC injection at the left hind leg with 102 FFUs LGTV. The RNA 
levels of ZO-1 in A. the OB, B. the FC and C. the Cbel were analyzed by qRT-PCR for the indicated time 
points. The time point 0 represents the uninfected controls. The results are representative for two 
independent experiments (n = 6). Error bars represent the SEM. For statistical analysis pairwise, two-
tailed Mann-Whitney test was used (ns, not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). 

 

Once more, the levels of ZO-1 expression were always lower in the Ifnar-/- mice. In the Cbel of 

WT mice the ZO-1 expression did decrease significantly after 24 hpi and remained at the lower 

level also 48 hpi. In Ifnar-/- mice, the ZO-1 levels increased towards 24 hpi and then decreased 

again towards 48 hpi (Figure 14C). Interestingly the ZO-1 levels in the Cbel were higher in the 

Ifnar-/- mice at any time point compared to the WT mice in that brain region. The brain regions 

showed different reactions in the expression patterns of ZO-1. While the ZO-1 levels were 

always higher for WT mice in the OB and FC, the finding for the Cbel was the other way around. 

The data for ZO-1 indicates that type I IFN is important for its regulation and that different 

brain regions show distinct responses to an LGTV infection, depending on the ability to react 

to type I IFN. Already in the uninfected steady-state condition, the analyzed brain regions 

show differences between WT and Ifnar-/- mice. Analyzing the three brain regions for only WT, 

the data shows that the ZO-1 levels in the Cbel are lower at any measured time point com-

pared to the OB and the FC (Figure 15A). Further, the ZO-1 expression in the uninfected FC of 

WT mice is significantly higher compared to the OB at the same time point. The same analysis 

for only Ifnar-/- mice shows that the expression levels for ZO-1 are always lower in the OB 

compared to the FC and the Cbel. Additionally the ZO-1 expression in the Cbel of uninfected 

Ifnar-/- mice is significantly higher compared to the FC at this time point (Figure 15B).  
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Figure 15: ZO-1 5 is differentially regulated across brain regions in WT and Ifnar-/- mice 
WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected via SC injection at the left hind leg with 102 FFUs LGTV. The RNA 
levels of ZO-1 in the OB, the FC and the Cbel for A. WT and B. Ifnar-/- mice were analyzed by qRT-PCR 
for the indicated time points. The time point 0 represents the uninfected controls. The results are 
representative for two independent experiments (n = 6). Error bars represent the SEM. For statistical 
analysis pairwise, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used (ns, not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). 
 

Taken together, these data shows that both, the expression of CLDN-5 and ZO-1, are influ-

enced by type I IFN. The data clearly show that there are differences in the regulation of the 

tight junction genes between the different brain regions. In addition, the tight junction pro-

teins are regulated individually. While CLDN-5 is equally regulated during the early stages of 

infection in WT mice across the brain regions, ZO-1 is clearly differentially regulated in the WT 

mice across the same brain regions. Further the Ifnar knockout led to an overall decrease of 

CLDN-5 in the Cbel while it led to an overall increase of ZO-1 in the same region compared to 

the WT. As a further step, it was looked for tight junction gene regulation in the CP as repre-

sentative for the BCSFB and the BMVs as representative for the BBB of the whole brain. Like 

for the previous experiment, ZO-1 was analyzed, as it is essential for the tight junctions in the 

BBB and the BCSFB as well [210–212]. Further, Occludin was added as a target for analysis, as 

a second tight junction protein, which shares its importance with the BBB and the BCSFB [212, 

173]. Additional the tight junction proteins CLDN-2 and CLDN-5 were examined. CLDN-2 is 

known to be especially important for the BCSFB in the CP while CLDN-5 is considered one of 

the crucial proteins for the barrier function of the BBB [162].  
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In the CP of WT mice, the ZO-1 expression levels started highest in the uninfected animals and 

decreased with every further measured time point. In the CP of Ifnar-/- mice, the ZO-1 expres-

sion dynamics were similar but started already at a significantly lower level compared to the 

WT mice (Figure 16A). The measurements for CLDN-2 in the CP of WT mice suggests a slight 

upregulation from uninfected to 24 hpi and 48 hpi, while it was then decreasing significantly 

toward 72 hpi. The same analysis for Ifnar-/- mice showed a comparable pattern but at a lower 

level of expression (Figure 16D). However, CLDN-2 was by far the tight junction protein with 

the highest variation among the ratio values, which led to high variances for some time points. 

Like for ZO-1 and CLDN-2, for occludin also a decrease in the expression levels over the course 

of infection was measured in WT as well as in Ifnar-/- mice (Figure 16B). However, the Ifnar 

knockout seemed not to affect the expression levels except for the 72 hpi time point, where 

the expression of occludin was significantly lower in Ifnar-/- mice compared to WT mice. Chang-

ing the focus to the BMVs, the expression values for ZO-1 in WT mice showed some variances 

but not with a clear direction towards any increase or decrease over time. In the Ifnar-/- mice 

the deviation of the values within a single time point seemed to be less and expression dy-

namics showed a significant decrease (Figure 16E), with lower levels of ZO-1 at 48 hpi and 72 

hpi compared to the WT mice. CLDN-5 in the BMVs of WT mice increased until the 48 hpi time 

point and then abruptly decreased significantly towards the 72 hpi time point. In the Ifnar-/- 

mice the expression was more steady without any significant changes (Figure 16C). For WT 

mice compared to the Ifnar-/- mice, the CLDN-5 expression levels were significantly lower in 

the uninfected animals and also at the 72 hpi time point. In the BMVs, occludin showed some 

bigger variances inside the single measured time points, but no significant changes could be 

measured across the time points or genotypes (Figure 16F).   
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Figure 16: ZO-1 is tightly regulated in the CP during LGTV infection 
WT and Ifnar-/- mice were infected via SC injection at the left hind leg with 102 FFUs LGTV. The RNA 
levels of A. ZO-1 in the CP, B. CLDN-2 in the CP, C. occludin in the CP, D. ZO-1 in the BMVs, E. CLDN-5 
in the BMVs and F. occludin in the BMVs were analyzed by qRT-PCR for the indicated time points. The 
time point 0 represents the uninfected controls. The results are representative for two independent 
experiments (n = 6). Error bars represent the SEM. For statistical analysis pairwise, two-tailed Mann-
Whitney test was used (ns, not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). 
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Table 1 shows a summary of the up- and downregulations of CLDN-5 and ZO-1 in the different 

brain regions including CP and BMVs. These data indicates that type I IFN is essential for the 

regulation of the in this work analyzed tight junction proteins. However, the analyses made 

also clear, that this regulation is influenced differently in distinct regions and therefore might 

have direct effects on the infection dynamics of LGTV in those brain regions. Together with 

the results of the qRT-PCRs and the immunofluorescence microscopy, the data indicates that 

type I IFN is influencing the infection of the CP and the Cbel with LGTV at later time points. 

Further, type I IFN influences the amount of viral load to be found in all analyzed brain regions.  

 
Table 1: Summary of significant up- and downregulations for CLDN-5 and ZO-1 
The table shows a summary of all significant up- and downregulations found for the experiment de-
picted in Figure 12. Green arrows indicate a significant upregulation of a marker at least between two 
different time points during the course of infection. Red arrows indicate a significant downregulation 
of a marker at least between two different time points during the course of infection. The fourth col-
umn indicates significant differences between the genotypes in distinct brain regions. 
  

CLDN-5 WT Ifnar WT vs. Ifnar 

OB ↑ - WT higher at 48h 

FC ↑ ↓ 
WT lower at 0h 

WT higher at 48h 

Cbel ↑ - WT higher anytime 

BMVs ↑ + ↓ - 
WT lower at 0h 

WT lower at 72h 
    

ZO-1 WT Ifnar WT vs. Ifnar 

OB ↑ + ↓ ↓ WT higher anytime 

FC ↓ ↑ WT higher anytime 

Cbel ↓ ↑ + ↓ WT lower anytime 

BMVs - ↓ 
WT higher at 48h 
WT higher at 72h 

CP ↓ ↓ WT higher anytime 
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4.  Discussion 

The neuroinvasion of viruses is often associated with critical disease processes and limited 

treatment options. Further, the exact pathways and mechanisms of neuroinvasion can vary 

from virus to virus and are not completely understood in many cases. For the tick-borne fla-

viviruses TBEV and LGTV several pieces of information about the neurotropism are known. 

However, the route for the CNS infiltration has not been identified and further steps in this 

direction will pave the way for a better understanding of the disease and can ultimately lead 

to new approaches for possible treatment options.  

 

4.1   OB as brain region with earliest LGTV replication in WT and Ifnar-/- mice 

It has been shown that the OB is the site of early and major LGTV replication in WT mice [61, 

136]. It is well known that the type I IFN system is a crucial part of the innate immune system 

in terms of protection against viral infections. Corresponding to that, it has been shown that 

LGTV replication and spread is controlled by type I IFN in the periphery and directly in the 

brain [60]. As part of those findings, the CP has been identified as another site of heavy LGTV 

infection together with the OB [60]. In several studies it was already discovered that cells from 

different brain regions have different innate immune profiles and hence are affected variously 

by viral infection [213–215]. As an example for the region specific immune response for LGTV 

in the OB, it has been shown that the OB is the only brain region analyzed so far, that is de-

pending significantly on MAVS signaling for the upregulation of type I IFN [61]. Such charac-

teristics paired with the different viral abilities to interfere with the immune response, lead to 

the circumstance that viruses cannot spread equally well in every brain regions. The brain 

region in which virus replication is highest depends on the virus in question. In this and other 

works, it was shown that the RNA of LGTV was detectable in the OB already 48 hpi in WT and 

24 hpi in Ifnar-/- mice (Figure 2B). There are different possible ways how the virus could enter 

the OB. It is known for other viruses like the Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV) [216], vesicular sto-

matitis virus (VSV) [16] or severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) 

[217] that they infiltrate the brain via infection of olfactory receptor neurons in the olfactory 

epithelium that pass through the cribriform plate. Since some infections by aerosolization af-

ter laboratory accidents are reported in humans, this route seems to be possible for TBEV 

[218, 219].  
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Contrary to that is the finding that those infections lead to a bi-phasic disease starting with a 

systemic phase followed by the CNS involvement later on [218]. Further, a recent study 

showed that the transmission of LGTV by aerosols, even for highly susceptible Ifnar-/- mice, 

was not possible [220]. In addition, although direct intranasal infection of Ifnar-/- mice led to a 

fatal outcome in most cases, the disease onset was delayed and the average survival increased 

[220]. Taken together, the collected information suggests that the OB is the brain part where 

the initial replication of LGTV is taking place. However, an entry via the olfactory route seems 

unlikely and a direct proof of the hypothesis is still missing. A further option for LGTV to enter 

the OB is a transport via the CSF. Flowing from the ventricles where it is produced, the CSF fills 

and circulates in the subarachnoid space [221] and engulfs a huge part of the OB’s surface. 

For this reason, it is possible that the CSF transports infectious viral particles to the area of the 

OB. The CSF is constantly filtrated into the blood carrying dural sinuses of the meninges [222, 

223] and is also drained by the meningeal lymphatic vessels. This work showed that the me-

ninges actually were infected however; this was only found at the later time points of the LGTV 

infection (Figure 3C, Figure 11). This indicates that they are not the site of early viral replication 

and virus entry into the CNS. Going one step further, the meningeal lymphatic vessels are 

drained by the deep cervical lymph nodes [174].  Indeed, in Ifnar-/- mice, those deep cervical 

lymph nodes were infected with a significantly higher amount of LGTV in the early stage of 

infection compared to the adjacent superficial cervical lymph nodes, which do not drain the 

CSF [136]. This in turn indicated that the CSF and its producer, the CP, could be involved in the 

brain entry of LGTV. Interestingly, no correspondingly high viral titers were found in the CSF 

that could have led to extensive viral spreading across the brain (Figure 4). However, only very 

low amounts of CSF could be isolated from the mice, which could have resulted in concentra-

tions of viral particles that lied under the detection level of the used assay. Although replicable 

LGTV particles were not detected in the CSF, the CP as its producer and location of the BCSFB 

was infected and was examined further, to elucidate the role of the tissue complex during a 

LGTV infection. 
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4.2  CP is significantly affected by LGTV infection in the absence of Ifnar 

Although the CP has already been found to be infected in Ifnar-/- deficient mice after LGTV 

infection by histology [60], it has not been addressed if this structure plays a role in the early 

stages and might contribute to the initial entry of LGTV into the brain. In general, it has been 

shown that the CP has multiple immunomodulatory functions in an inflammatory environ-

ment and is involved in immune cell trafficking [224–227]. The disruption of the BCSFB allows 

an enhanced infiltration of immune cells and is a driver of neuroinflammation [228, 229]. Ad-

ditionally, the CP is involved in many crucial transport processes supporting the brain homeo-

stasis and with them provides several possible exploits a virus could use to enter the brain 

[230–232]. One main purpose of the CP is the uptake of substances from the blood to produce 

the CSF. As it has not been done before, in this work the CP was compared by qRT-PCR to 

other brain regions regarding the onset of LGTV detection in the brain. It has been shown that 

the OB is the brain region in which the RNA of LGTV was detectable earliest, when compared 

to the FC, the Cbel and the CP of Ifnar-/- and WT mice (Figure 2B-E). Interestingly, the CP of WT 

mice did not show any signs of infection during all measured time points while the CP of Ifnar-

/- mice showed itself heavily infected. A preprint from Chotivan et al. [233] showed a similar 

difference in virus distribution for WT and Ifnar-/- mice after intracranial injection of LGTV. This 

supports the finding of this work that the impairment of type I IFN dependent immune re-

sponse not only contributes to the disease severity but also influences the tropism of LGTV in 

the CNS. Additionally, the amount of LGTV in the CP of Ifnar-/- mice at 72 hpi was roughly ten 

times higher as in the OB at the same time point (Figure 2F). This indicates that the ability of 

the CP to control LGTV replication is strongly dependent on type I IFN and even increases in 

importance, regarding the later time points of the infection. Additionally, Baruch et al. showed 

that the CP is highly susceptible to aging induced changes of the type I IFN signaling and as a 

result influences brain function and CNS-specific immunity [234, 224]. This further supports 

the hypothesis, that the CPs ability to react properly to type I IFNs is a major factor for the 

control of the LGTV infection in the brain. In many other cases it has been shown or suggested, 

that the inflammatory response that is triggered by the virus can be as detrimental or worse 

as the underlying viral infection [5]. It has been shown elsewhere that even an ineffectively 

replicating, non-neuroinvasive virus can cause neurological disorders [235]. This further indi-

cates that the strong viral replication in the CP in Ifnar-/- mice might be one factor that leads 

to the manifestation and lethal outcome of LGTV infections in highly susceptible mice. 
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4.3  LGTV infects barrier associated macrophages and pericytes in the CP of        

Ifnar-/- mice 

Beyond the general infection setting, the identification of the cells that are infected in the CP 

might contribute to a better understanding of the infection. The epithelial cells of the CP are 

connected by tight junctions and hence are protecting the CSF and the brain against harmful 

agents. The infection of CP epithelial cells has already been shown as a possible entry into the 

CNS for other viruses like chikungunya virus [236] and JC polyomavirus [237]. In this work it 

has been shown, that the CP epithelial cells are no target of LGTV after SC injection (Figure 9). 

Interestingly, the preprint of Chotivan et al. [233] shows the infection of CP epithelial cells in 

Ifnar-/- mice after intracranial infection. This highlights, that LGTV shows a different tropism in 

the CNS depending on the entry route. Although being connected by tight junctions, the CP 

relies on the substances transported by the fenestrated CP endothelial cells [238], expected 

to provide enough space for viral particle to reach the epithelium. The results of this work had 

shown no signs of infection in the endothelial cells of the CP (Figure 10). For other viruses like 

HSV in newborn mice [239], the CP has already been shown as a suitable target and gateway. 

Also for parasites like toxoplasma gondii the CP has been shown as a passage into the CNS 

[201]. Additionally, entry strategies like para- or transcellular transport and a trojan horse 

mechanism have been shown or suggested for neuropathologic pathogens [209, 240]. In 

terms of brain entry via the CP, an interesting finding has been made for Zika virus. Pericytes 

were identified with a high possibility as the key cell population by which the Zika virus gains 

entry to the CNS [206]. Pericytes are described as a cell population with the ability to differ-

entiate into different distinct forms [241, 242] and show a certain level of plasticity [243, 244]. 

Further, they are known to be important for the function of the BBB [245, 246] and they are 

in direct contact with the blood vessels and by this representing a feasible target for viral par-

ticles in the circulation [206]. Interestingly, in the present work it was shown that some 

CD140b+ pericytes were infected by LGTV in the CP of Ifnar-/- mice (Figure 10). This indicates 

that pericytes might play a role for the brain infiltration of LGTV into the CNS. However, the 

histological analyses in this work showed very clearly that a major population of the infected 

cells in the CP of Ifnar-/- mice was Iba-1+ (Figure 7). In the brain parenchyma, the most Iba-1+ 

cells are brain resident microglia. In the CP, the brain resident macrophages are called barrier 

associated macrophages (BAMs) or CNS-associated macrophages (CAMs). Macrophages in 

general are the largest class of immune cells in the CP [247]. 
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Among those BAMs, two distinct subsets are distinguished. The stromal macrophages and the 

epiplexus macrophages [248, 247, 249]. Initially, the resident microglia in the brain are seeded 

from the yolk sac of the embryo in early development [247, 248]. However, it is known that 

peripheral monocytes are constantly replenishing the BAMs [250] and that the CP in an in-

flammatory environment is recruiting monocyte derived macrophages into the CNS [251, 

225]. It has been published that TBEV infects monocytes/macrophages, dendritic cells, neu-

trophils and keratinocytes in C57Bl/6 mice after a tick bite [78]. For LGTV, macrophages, den-

dritic cells and B-cells have been identified as viral targets in Ifnar-/- mice in the periphery [60]. 

Taken together, migrating macrophages might play a role in the distribution of LGTV, even 

into the CNS. To assess if infiltrating cells play a role in the infection of the CP, a CD45 antibody 

was used in histology. The results revealed that CD45high cells showed no signs of an LGTV 

infection in the CP. Further, the CD45high cells did not show morphological traits of macro-

phages and were not positive for Iba-1 (Figure 7). As a result, it can be assumed that CD45high 

infiltrating immune cells might not be a key factor for the entry of LGTV into the CNS.  

 

4.4  Type I IFN response in Iba-1+ cells as possible key factor for protection 

against LGTV neurovirulence  

Not only in the CP but also in the OB at 96 hpi it was shown in this work, that Iba-1+ cells were 

the major targets of LGTV in Ifnar-/- mice (Figure 6C+D). However, it could not be conclusively 

ascertained to which extend infiltrating macrophages are involved in the course of infection. 

The combination of the Iba-1 and the TMEM119 antibody for the clear identification of brain 

resident microglia in the OB was only partially successful. While the results were convincing 

for uninfected samples, the TMEM119 staining was rather unsteady for infected samples. Re-

cently, Young et al. [252] showed, that microglia that are in proximity to inflammation have a 

decreased TMEM119 expression. In line with the observations in this work, this could explain 

the difficulty to explicitly distinguish between infiltrating and resident Iba-1+ cells in the OB.  

Further, in the literature Iba-1+ cells were already described as targets for LGTV in vivo [60, 61] 

and also astrocytes could be infected by TBEV in vitro [179]. Nonetheless, neurons are consid-

ered the main targets for LGTV and TBEV in the brain [60, 61, 178] and are also affected by 

apoptosis upon infection [253, 254]. In this work, no LGTV infected neurons were identified 

(Figure 6A+B). One possible explanation for this discrepancy could be the used antibody 

against NeuN to stain the neurons.  
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While it is a reliable marker for postmitotic neurons, the levels of NeuN expression was found 

to be varying during stimulation [255]. Further, Lee and Pixley [256] showed that not all neu-

rons in the glomerular layer of the OB are completely mature and therefore are lacking the 

expression of NeuN. Other studies indicate that the loss of NeuN immunoreactivity may be 

caused by the death of neurons [257] or the intermittent disturbed synthesis of the protein 

due to damage [258]. Summarized, this opens the possibility that infected neurons were not 

identified due to the lack of NeuN in the OB for different reasons. Another factor could be the 

nature of the used LGTV antibody’s sensitivity. The results of this work already showed that 

the detection of viral RNA by qRT-PCR was more sensitive than the detection of viral NS3 by 

immunofluorescence microscopy. As immunohistology showed strong signals for LGTV in Iba-

1+ cells but no signal for LGTV in NeuN+ cells in the OB, this could indicate that for Ifnar-/- mice 

the viral replication in Iba-1+ cells is many times over the viral replication in NeuN+ cells. Addi-

tionally, Iba-1+ and CD45low cells were also identified as the major infected cell population in 

the CP and in the meninges (Figure 7, Figure 11). Taken together, this can lead to the assump-

tion that the regular type I IFN response in brain resident Iba-1+ cells is a key factor for the 

protection against LGTV neurovirulence.  

 

4.5  BBB and BCSFB during LGTV infection 

The BBB and the BCSFB are potential gateways for LGTV into the brain. The permeability of 

those barriers as well as their tight junctions are regulated differently in distinct brain regions 

[259]. This can be dependent on the distinct reactions on specific physiological circumstances 

[260] or on the cellular compositions and their specific protein expression profiles [261, 262]. 

Altogether, still very much is unknown about the heterogeneity of the BBB and the BCSFB 

[259]. For other flaviviruses, it has been shown that they can enter the brain while influencing 

the barriers but without them needed to be disrupted. For West Nile virus it has been re-

ported, that overcoming the BBB in vitro does alter only specific tight junction proteins espe-

cially at later time points while cell-free WNV can reach the brain without altering the perme-

ability of the BBB [24]. For Zika virus, a brain entry via the BCSFB in vivo has been shown to 

alter the barriers integrity making it leakier [206], but the virus is able to reach the brain with-

out any disruption of the BBB [135].  
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For LGTV it had been shown that it reaches the CNS without a preceding disruption of the BBB 

[60] and also for TBEV the breakdown of the BBB was not necessary for the virus to reach the 

brain [133]. TBEV was also able to infect brain microvascular endothelial cells in vitro [132]. 

For LGTV this was also shown in this work, although this was only the case for later time points, 

while the virus already had reached the brain (Figure 3D). The possibility for some very early 

subliminal infection of the endothelial cells followed by basolateral virus release, transcytosis 

or paracytosis like suggested or shown for other viruses [135] is a further on option. As the 

literature and the results of this work showed, the OB is the brain region with the earliest LGTV 

replication independent of type I IFN (Figure 1). This makes it the number one candidate for 

the location of the initial LGTV entry into the brain. It has been shown for Zika virus that CLDN-

7 is needed for an optimal replication of the virus inside the endothelial cells [263]. In other 

publications, the unique cellular response and cytokine expression for certain brain regions 

after immunological challenge were shown [264–266]. It needs to be further examined which 

unique conditions are present in the OB that facilitate an earlier entry for LGTV compared to 

all other sites of LGTV infection. As LGTV leads to a heterogeneous infection pattern in differ-

ent brain regions, in this work tight junction proteins were examined regarding their expres-

sion levels in the different regions in response to a LGTV infection in WT and Ifnar-/- mice.    

 

4.5.1  CLDN-5 expression does not correlate with early LGTV infection 

The transmembrane CLDN-5 is the most abundant tight junction protein in the BBB and is 

considered substantial for the restriction of permeability [267, 268]. Belonging to the same 

family, CLDN-2 is more abundant in the BCSFB [162]. It is highly sensitive to inflammation and 

with its function as selective ion channel is discussed to be responsible for the restriction of 

permeability as well as a leaky barrier [164, 269, 165, 163]. The earliest detectable onset of 

LGTV infection was in the OB 24 hpi followed by the FC 48 hpi and was completely absent in 

the Cbel of WT mice (Figure 2B-D). However, the expression levels of CLDN-5 showed no dif-

ferences across those brain regions (Figure 13A). The knockout of Ifnar led to an earlier detec-

tion of LGTV in the brain regions (Figure 2B-D) and further to different regulations of CLDN-5 

levels across the respective regions (Figure 13B). The region with the significantly lowest 

CLDN-5 levels in Ifnar-/- mice was the Cbel. However, this did not correlate with the earliest or 

strongest LGTV infection.  
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The CLDN-5 levels in the BMVs collected from the whole brain of WT mice showed a significant 

increase until 48 hpi followed by a strong drop towards 72 hpi (Figure 16E). A similar expres-

sion pattern was observed for CLDN-2 in the CP. This suggests that the significant drops of 

CLDN-5 and CLDN-2 expression indicates towards a substantial increase of the BBB and BCSFB 

permeability at 72 hpi. The CLDN-5 and CLDN-2 expression levels in the BMVs and CP in Ifnar-

/- mice were rather steady during the LGTV infection and even significantly higher at 72 hpi 

compared to WT mice for CLDN-5 (Figure 16E). Taken together, this indicates that the CLDN-

5 and CLDN-2 levels and the changed barrier permeability are no defining factors for the initial 

LGTV brain entry and are instead rather facilitating the later LGTV infection.  

 

4.5.2  ZO-1 expression reduced by LGTV in infection site independent manner 

ZO-1 is a tight junction protein, which is located at the plasma membrane only in the cytosol. 

It is known as a scaffold protein able to connect a transmembrane tight junction protein like 

occludin to the actin cytoskeleton and by this enabling the stable linkage between cells via 

tight junctions [210–212]. While CLDN-5 was increasing during the early time points in all an-

alyzed brain regions for WT mice, ZO-1 was slightly more stable and showed a rather decreas-

ing behavior. Interestingly the Cbel and the CP were the brain regions that had the lowest 

levels of ZO-1 during all analyzed time points in the WT (Figure 15A, Figure 16A). However, in 

the Cbel and CP of WT mice no LGTV was detectable (Figure 2D+E). Only analyzing the WT 

mice could therefore lead to the assumption that higher ZO-1 levels correlated with earlier 

and stronger LGTV infection. Contrary to this assumption was the data from the Ifnar-/- mice. 

The Cbel in Ifnar-/- mice had the highest ZO-1 expression levels of all compared brain regions. 

Together with the CP (Figure 16A) the OB showed the lowest ZO-1 expression while the FC 

had only slightly lower levels than the Cbel (Figure 15B). Following the data from the Ifnar-/- 

mice could therefore lead to the assumption that the low expression of ZO-1 correlates with 

an early and heavy LGTV infection. Taken together this information can lead to the hypothesis 

that ZO-1, unlike CLDN-5, is regulated differently in distinct brain regions of WT mice.  

Furthermore, type I IFN is important for the regulation of ZO-1 expression in steady state and 

a respective knockout leads to a significant change in the ZO-1 expression patterns of distinct 

brain regions during an LGTV infection. Another analyzed essential tight junction protein was 

Occludin. It occurs in the BBB and BCSFB as transmembrane protein and is involved in function, 

regulation and formation of the barriers [171, 270]. 
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In its function it is dependent to a certain degree on the scaffolding feature of ZO-1, which 

connects it to the actin cytoskeleton [210–212]. As shown in Figure 16A+C, the expression of 

occludin in the CP was downregulated over the course of infection in WT mice as well as in 

Ifnar-/- mice. This resembled the data observed for ZO-1 in the CP. However, this comparison 

did not work for the BMVs, where occludin did not show any clear regulation while ZO-1 was 

significantly decreasing over time in Ifnar-/- mice. As a result, a direct connection between the 

regulation of ZO-1 or occludin expression and the entry site of LGTV into the CNS could not be 

shown. Additionally, although the Cbel and the CP showed no LGTV RNA in WT mice, the ZO-

1 expression there did decrease in succession to the LGTV infection. 
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5.  Material and methods 

5.1  Materials 

5.1.1  Consumables 

The consumables used during the work process for this thesis are listed below (Table 2).  

Table 2: List of consumables 

Material Detail Manufacturer 

Cell culture flask  25 cm2, 75 cm2, 175 cm2, Sarstedt AG 

Cell culture plate 6 Well, 96 Well Greiner bio-one, Sarstedt AG 

Cell strainer 40 µm, Nylon Corning  

ceramic sphere 1/4’’ MP-Biomedical 

Costar® Stripette®  

serological pipette 

10 ml, 25 ml Corning  

Discardit™ II syringe 20 ml Becton Dickinson GmbH 

Disposable base mold 37 mm x 24 mm x 10 mm Ted Pella, Inc. 

FALCON® Tube Conical, 15 ml, 50 ml, Corning  

Fuzz free cellulose tissue ZetBox® ZVG 

LightCycler multiwell plate 96 well, white Roche Diagnostics GmbH 

Micro-Fine™ + Demi  

Insulin syringe 

U-100, 0,3 ml, 0,3 mm x 8 mm Becton Dickinson GmbH 

Microlance™ 3 cannula 0,8 mm x 40 mm Becton Dickinson GmbH 

Microscope cover slips 24 x 50 mm Gerhard Menzel GmbH 

Microscope slides 

SuperFrost® Plus 

76 x 26 mm, cut edges, frosted Gerhard Menzel GmbH 

Omnican®-F 

Tuberculin syringe 

1 ml, 0,3 mm x 12 mm B│Braun 

Pap pen Liquid blocker Science services 

Petri dish  Sarstedt AG 

Safe Seal Micro Tube 1,5 ml, 2 ml Sarstedt AG 

Scalpel Feather disposable Pfm medical AG 
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Material Detail Manufacturer 

Screw-capped sample tube 2 ml Biozym scientific GmbH 

TipOne® Filter Tips 10/20 µl, 200 µl, 1000 µl STARLAB 

Vacutainer® Safety-Lok™ 

Blood collection Set 

0,8 mm x 19 mm x 178 mm Becton Dickinson GmbH 

 

 

5.1.2  Chemicals and reagents 

The different chemicals and reagents used for this work are listed below (Table 3).   

 

Table 3: Chemicals and reagents 

Material Manufacturer 

Bovine serum Albumin (BSA) 

Fraction V, pH 7 

Capricorn Scientific GmbH 

Chloroform Fluka Analytical 

D (+) Sucrose Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG 

DAPI Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

DNAse Sigma Aldrich 

Ethanol  Otto Fischar GmbH & Co. KG 

Ethanol Absolute (denatured) Th. Geyer GmbH & Co. KG 

Fetal bovine serum Capricorn scientific GmbH 

Formaldehyde Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG 

Gibco®  DMEM with high glucose Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Gibco®  HBSS without phenol red Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Gibco®  HEPES buffer solution Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Gibco®  RPMI Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Gibco® 1x PBS without Ca & Mg Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Gibco® Glutamax® Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Gibco® MEM Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Gibco® Penicillin/Streptomycin Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 
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Material Manufacturer 

Glycin Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG 

Goat serum Sigma Aldrich 

Incidin™ Liquid Ecolab Deutschland GmbH 

ISOLATE II RNA Micro Kit Bioline 

Isopropanol  J.T. Baker 

KAPA probe fast universal qPCR Kit  KAPA Biosystems 

KAPA SYBR fast qPCR master mix universal KAPA Biosystems 

Ketamin (10%) Bela-Pharm GmbH & Co. KG 

KHCO3 Sigma Aldrich 

Methocel® A15C Sigma Aldrich 

M-MLV reverse transcriptase kit Invitrogen 

Na2EDTA Sigma Aldrich 

Na3C6H5O7 Merck 

NaHCO3 Sigma Aldrich 

NaN3 Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG 

NH4Cl Sigma Aldrich 

peqGOLD Trifast Peqlab 

RNase free water Sigma Aldrich 

Roti®-Histofix 4% Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG 

Sodium Pyruvate Sigma Aldrich 

Tissue Tek® O.C.T. compound Sakura 

Tris Roche Diagnostics GmbH 

Triton X-100 Sigma Aldrich 

TrueBlue™ peroxidase substrate SeraCare Life Sciences Inc. 

Tween®20 Sigma Aldrich 

Tween®80 Sigma Aldrich 

Vectashield® Vibrance® mounting medium Vector Laboratories 

Xylazin (2%) Serumwerk Bernburg AG 
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5.1.3  Virus 

For this work, the Langat virus strain TP21 (provided by Gerhard Dobler) was used. VeroB4 

cells were used for virus production and the concentration was ascertained by a FFU assay.   

 

5.1.4  Laboratory Equipment 

The following laboratory equipment was used for experiments covered in this thesis  

(Table 4). 

 

Table 4: Laboratory equipment 

Device Type Manufacturer 

Autoclave  5075 EL  biomedis® 

Centrifuge Heraeus™ Multifuge™ X3R Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Centrifuge -80 °C HFU 586 Basic Heraeus 

Centrifuge HSP12 Heraeus 

CO2 Incubators Thermo Scientific™  

Heracell™ 150i 

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Double-ended spatula 13 cm Fine science tools 

Forceps Curved, 11,5 cm Fine science tools 

Freezer -20°C 

-80°C HFU 586 Basic 

Liebherr 

Heraeus 

Fridge Comfort Liebherr 

Fume hood MC6 Waldner Inc. 

Homogenizer  FastPrep-24™ MP-Biomedical 

Iris scissors extra fine 
straight/pointed 

8,5 cm Fine science tools 

LightCycler® 480 Instrument II  Light Cycler 480 II Roche Diagnostics GmbH 

Magnetic stirrers hot plate MR 3001 Heidolph 

Microlitrecentrifuge  Biofuge® pico Heraeus 

Micropipettes 10 µl, 20 µl, 100 µl, 200 µl, 1000 
µl 

Eppendorf 

Microscope Confocal, LSM 710 Carl Zeiss 
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Device Type Manufacturer 

NanoDrop  Nanodrop 1000 ND-1000 Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Pipette controller PIPETBOY acu 2 Integra 

Ringed forceps 3 x 0,75 mm, 9 cm Fine science tools 

Scale 1419MP8-1 Sartorius 

Scissors pointed/blunt 10 cm Fine science tools 

Shaker MTS 4 IKA®-Werke GmbH & Co. KG 

Stereomicroscope SZX2-ILLT Olympus corporation 

Sterile work bench Heraeus HS15 

Heraeus HSP12 

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

Water bath Mod.Nr. 1002 GFL® 

 

 

5.1.5  Computer software 

Data collection, calculation and processing was done with Microsoft (MS) Office Professional 

2016 Word, Excel and Power Point. To obtain microscopic pictures ZEN imaging software (Zen 

Black ed. 2012 SP5) was used. Images were processed with (Fiji) ImageJ 1.53q [271] (National 

Institutes of Health, USA). Graphs and statistical analysis were generated by GraphPad Prism 

(version 8.4.3 for Windows, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA, 

www.graphpad.com.). Citavi (Version 6.14, Swiss Academic Software GmbH) was used as ref-

erence management software.  

 

5.1.6  Statistical analyses  

Statistical analysis was done with GraphPad Prism (version 8.4.3 for Windows, GraphPad Soft-

ware, San Diego, California USA, www.graphpad.com.) and non-parametric t-test as pairwise, 

two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was performed. 
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5.2  Methods 

5.2.1  Animal experiments 

Ethics statement 

The animal experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the animal wel-

fare law (EU-directive 2010/63/EU). All animal experiments were approved by the Landesver-

waltungsamt Sachsen-Anhalt and documented for the reference number 42502-2-1606 

UniMD. The animals were housed and handled according to the guidelines of the Federation 

of European Laboratory Animal Science Associations (FELASA). The experiments were per-

formed either in the biosafety level 2 (BSL2) laboratory of the institute for medical microbiol-

ogy and hospital hygiene, Magdeburg or in the BSL2 unit at the animal facility at the Otto-von-

Guericke University, Magdeburg. All preparative work was done under semi-sterile conditions 

and all devices were thoroughly cleaned and disinfected with 70% ethanol (Th. Geyer GmbH 

& Co. KG) and Incidin (Ecolab Deutschland GmbH). 

 

Animal housing 

In this study, mice with C57Bl/6 background were used. The wild type (C57Bl/6JOlaHsd) and 

the interferon-α-receptor-1 deficient transgenic variant (according to [272]) were bred and 

maintained under specific-pathogen-free (SPF) conditions. The genotype of transgenic ani-

mals in a C57BL/6 background was verified by PCR. Mice were maintained in individually ven-

tilated IVC Green Line cages (Techniplast Germany GmbH) separated according to their gen-

der. Mice had free access to food and water and were kept under standardized conditions, 

such as a 12/12 hour light-dark cycle, a maximum of 250 lux luminance, at 55% humidity and 

22 °C. 

 

Anesthesia and infection 

6-8 week old male and female mice were used for the experiments. Both genera were used to 

exclude sex-depended effects. Mice were anesthetized with 100 µl/ 10 g body weight of a 10% 

ketamine (Bela-Pharm GmbH & Co. KG), 5% Xylazin (Serumwerk Bernburg AG) mixture in 0.9% 

NaCl through intraperitoneal injections.  
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It took around 5 minutes for the mice to reach complete unconsciousness, in which they re-

mained for about 45 minutes. The unconscious mice were injected subcutaneously at their 

left hind leg with 20 µl 1 x PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) containing 1x102 FFUs of LGTV. 

The health condition of the animals was monitored once (or twice if the score reached a cer-

tain limit) per day, to prevent mice to reach a high degree of burden. Mice expected to reach 

a high degree of burden were killed immediately to prevent unnecessary suffering. A detailed 

score sheet is appended to this work.  

 

5.2.2  Cerebrospinal fluid and serum collection 

CSF was collected by puncturing the cisterna magna. The Method is already published and 

used (e.g. [273, 274, 201]) and was adapted from there. Mice were deeply narcotized and 

killed by an overdose of CO2 inhalation. Directly afterwards a small transversal incision in the 

skin located over the occiput was made with a scalpel (Pfm medical AG). By pulling the skin 

sagittal to both sides with two forceps (fine science tools), an area from the back of the head 

to the scapulae was exposed. Then the mice were brought in an angulated position with the 

head forming a circa 110° angle to the body. A stereomicroscope (Olympus) was used during 

further, mostly transversal incisions into subcutaneous tissue and muscle to reach the atlanto-

occipital membrane with the dura mater of the cisterna magna, preferably without damaging 

any blood vessels. Directly before reaching the dura mater, two fine forceps were used instead 

of a scalpel to carefully remove tissue and muscles around the cisterna magna and expose a 

suitable area of it for the collection of the CSF. Then the dura mater was punctured lateral to 

the arteria dorsalis spinalis with the thin end of a fine-pulled glass capillary. The thicker end 

of the capillary was connected to a 1 ml syringe (Braun) by a flexible tube (Becton Dickinson 

GmbH). Once inside the CSF, the syringe was filled very gently to support the capillary action. 

On average, around 2 µl of CSF were collected. The collected CSF was then transferred into a 

1,5 ml tube (Sarstedt AG) that was centrifuged at 13.000 rpm for 10 seconds. Then it was 

examined if any contamination with blood is visible and contaminated samples were dis-

carded. The collected CSF was then transferred into a 1,5 ml tube already containing 100 µl of 

ice-cold DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) followed by resuspending. The samples were 

then transferred into liquid nitrogen and afterwards stored at -80 °C until further usage. Di-

rectly afterwards, scissors (fine science tools) were used to open the thorax of the mice to 

gain access to the heart.  
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With a cannula (Becton Dickinson GmbH) on a 1 ml syringe, the right auricle was punctured to 

collect around 300 µl of blood. The blood was then kept at room temperature (RT) for 30 

minutes. Afterwards, the blood was centrifuged at 13.000 rpm for 10 minutes to separate the 

serum. The serum was collected and transferred into liquid nitrogen and afterwards stored at 

-80 °C until further usage. 

 

5.2.3  Brain isolation 

Brains were isolated after the transcardial perfusion of mice with 3 x 20 ml of 1 x PBS for BMV 

isolation and with 2 x 20 ml for other analyses. For histological samples, the PBS perfusion was 

done directly after collecting the CSF from the cisterna magna and blood from the heart and 

was subsequently followed by perfusion with 20 ml Roti-Histofix 4% (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. 

KG) for fixation. For samples used for RNA isolation, mice were killed by inhalation of an over-

dose of CO2 and right afterwards perfused with PBS without subsequent fixation. Thereafter, 

the Skin was removed from the upper half of the skull and the eyes and further remaining 

tissue were removed from the orbital cavities. A transversal cut through the cranial bone was 

made, longing from the left to the right anterolateral corner with fine scissors (fine science 

tools). Starting at the right of that incision, the skull was further cut in the frontal plane until 

360° were reached and the skullcap could be removed as a whole. The brains could then be 

removed from the skull base with a spatula and were transferred into a well of a 6-well plate 

(Sarstedt AG) filled with 10 ml HBSS (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) stored on ice. For RNA iso-

lation, the brain was further dissected with a scalpel and two forceps under a stereo micro-

scope. The OB and the Cbel were located and detached with forceps. The FC was cut off with 

the scalpel. Each sample was then transferred into a 1,5 ml screw-capped tube (Biozym scien-

tific GmbH), put into liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C.  

 

5.2.4.  Meninges isolation 

The isolation of the meninges has already been published elsewhere [275] and has been 

adapted for the experiments. After removing the skullcaps for brain isolation, they were trans-

ferred into a well of a 6-well plate filled with 10 ml HBSS stored on ice. The 6-well plates with 

the isolated skullcaps were put under a stereo microscope for the removal of the meninges 

from the bone.  
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With two fine forceps the meninges were loosened at the occipital area from the bone and 

then carefully and gradually pulled towards the nasal end of the skullcap. Processed that way, 

it was possible to isolate the meninges in most cases as a whole and without major fissures. 

The meninges where kept in HBSS on ice until further usage. 

 

5.2.5  Choroid plexus isolation 

The 6-well plates filled with 10 ml HBSS containing the brains were put under a stereo micro-

scope. The brains for histological analyses were bisected exactly along the median longitudinal 

fissure separating the brain into the two hemispheres. One half was further processed for 

histological sectioning. The other half was kept in the HBSS under the stereo microscope for 

the isolation of the remaining part of the CP at the fourth ventricle and the lateral ventricle 

with two fine forceps. The isolated CP was kept in HBSS on ice until further usage. The brains 

for RNA isolation were not halved and the CP was isolated from the complete brain. The CP 

were pooled per brain and the tissue was transferred into 1,5 ml screw-capped tubes, put into 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. 

 

5.2.6  Brain microvessel isolation 

As previously described [276] the BMVs were isolated with some alterations.  

Isolated brains were rolled on clean, fuzz free cellulose tissue (ZVG) to remove the remaining 

parts of the meninges. The complete brain was minced with a scalpel inside a petri dish (Sar-

stedt AG) very diligent and transferred into a 15 ml Tube (Corning) together with 2 ml 

PBS/HEPES buffer containing PBS dosed with 10mM HEPES (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). 10 

µl of DNAse (Sigma Aldrich) were added, and the suspension was homogenized with a 5 ml 

pipette until no bigger tissue pieces were visible. The suspension was incubated for 5 minutes 

at 37 °C. After adding 5 ml of PBS/HEPES buffer, the suspension was centrifuged at 1000 g for 

5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in 3 ml of a sterile fil-

tered BSA/DMEM solution containing 20% (w/v) BSA (Capricorn scientific GmbH) in DMEM 

with pH adjusted to 7,4. The tube was closed and shaken vigorously for 10 seconds. The sus-

pension was centrifuged at 1000g for 20 minutes at RT. Maximum acceleration speed and 

minimal deceleration speed were used. After centrifugation, the myelin layer together with 

the BSA solution was carefully removed and transferred into a fresh tube. The pellet was kept 

on ice. The steps were repeated until three tubes with a pellet were obtained per brain.  
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The remaining supernatant was discarded. The pellets were pooled, resuspended in 1 ml of 

the BSA solution and centrifuged at 1000g for 20 minutes at RT. The supernatant was dis-

carded and the pellet resuspended in 1 ml of the PBS/HEPES buffer. The suspension was then 

pipetted on a reverted 40 µm cell strainer (Corning) over a 50 ml tube (Corning) and subse-

quently washed with 5 ml 1xPBS. The cell strainer was then flipped over and washed back-

wards with 5 ml 1xPBS into 15 ml tube to recover the microvessels. The suspension was cen-

trifuged at 1000g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was carefully removed and discarded. The 

pellet was resuspended in 2 ml PBS and transferred into a 2 ml tube. This was centrifuged at 

13000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the tube containing the pellet 

with the microvessels was put into liquid nitrogen and afterwards stored at -80 °C for further 

usage.  

 

5.2.7  Histology and Immunofluorescence labeling 

Isolated half brains were fixed in 4% Roti® Histofix for 24 h at 4 °C and then transferred into a 

sucrose solution containing 30% (w/v) sucrose (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG) in PBS for 48 h at 4 

°C. The samples were removed from the solution, placed in tissue molds (Ted Pella Inc.), cov-

ered completely in TissueTek® (Sakura) and then frozen and stored at -20 °C. The frozen and 

embedded brains were cut with a cryo-microtome to gain 30 µm sections. Those were brought 

on SuperFrost® Plus microscope slides (Gerhard Menzel GmbH). The samples needed to un-

dergo an antigen retrieval process. Therefore sodium citrate buffer containing 10mM 

Na3C6H5O7 (Merck) and 0,05% Tween20 (Sigma Aldrich) in distilled water adjusted to pH 6.0, 

was filled in glass recs. They were put into a water bath (GFL), which was heated up to 95 °C. 

Until the citrate buffer reached the temperature, the slides were transferred into the recs and 

they were incubated at 90-95 °C for 20 minutes. Afterwards, the recs were removed from the 

water bath and kept at RT to cool down for 20 minutes. The slides were then removed and 

washed once in 1xPBS. The samples were framed with a pap pen (Science services) to prevent 

spilling of the used solutions afterwards. The immunostaining of the samples was done on the 

slides. Whole tissue mounts from the CP and the meninges were transferred into plastic tissue 

molds containing 1 ml of 4% Roti® Histofix. They were fixed for 20 minutes at RT. The fixation 

agent was removed and the samples were washed 2 x 10 minutes at RT with 2 ml Tris buffered 

saline (TBS) containing 0,1M Tris (Roche Diagnostics GmbH) and 0,9% NaCl in distilled water 

adjusted to pH 7,4. The immunostaining of the samples was done free floating. 
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All samples were incubated for 1h at RT with blocking solution containing 0.2% Triton X-100 

(Sigma Aldrich) and 5% goat serum (Sigma Aldrich) in TBS. The blocking solution was removed 

and primary antibody solution containing 0.2% Triton X-100 and 5% goat serum in TBS was 

added for an overnight incubation at 4 °C. The used primary antibodies and dilutions are listed 

in Table 5. Additionally, for some samples biotinylated solanum tuberosum lectin (STL) (Vector 

Laboratories, Art.No. B-1165, 1:300 whole tissue mount, 1:500 tissue section) was used. After 

washing the samples two times for 5 minutes with TBS, the secondary antibody solution con-

taining 2% BSA and 0,001 mg/ ml DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) in TBS was added for 1 

h at RT. The used secondary antibodies and dilutions are listed in Table 6. Further, for some 

samples Streptavidin (Jackson IRL, Art.No. 016-540-084, conjugate Alexa Fluor® 488, 1:500) 

was used. After the incubation, the samples were washed two times for 5 minutes with TBS. 

The sections that were stained on slides were mounted with Vectashield® Vibrance® mounting 

medium (Vector Laboratories) quickly after the last washing step, to prevent them from drying 

out. For the whole tissue mounts, subsequently after the final washing step, the samples were 

transferred into a petri dish completely filled with TBS, containing a SuperFrost® Plus micro-

scope slide on the bottom. Using a stereo microscope, the samples in the TBS filled petri dish 

were unfolded, arranged and brought onto the microscope slide with two fine forceps. The 

microscope slide was removed out of the TBS stepwise while simultaneously arranging the 

sample on the slide. Once on the slide, the whole tissue mounts were mounted with Vec-

tashield® Vibrance® mounting medium quickly after taking them out of the petri dish, to pre-

vent them from drying out.  
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The following antibodies and dilutions were used for this work (Table 5 & Table 6): 

 

Table 5: Primary antibodies for histology 

Antigen Species Sourced from Dilution 

LGTV NS3 Protein Chicken 
kind gift from Sonja Best, 
NIAID, USA 

1:2000 

CD45 Rat 

Synaptic Systems 

Clone GHH45/97A2 

Cat.No. HS-427 017 

1:400 

E-Cadherin Rabbit 

Invitrogen 

Polyclonal 

Cat.No. PA5-85088 

1:500 

TMEM119 Rabbit 

Synaptic Systems 

Polyclonal 

Cat.No. 400 002 

1:500 

Iba-1 Guinea pig 

Synaptic Systems 

Clone Gp311H9 

Cat.No. 234 308 

1:250 

NeuN Guinea pig 

Synaptic Systems 

Polyclonal 

Cat.No. 266 004 

1:400 

CD140b Rat 

Invitrogen 

Clone APB5 

Cat.No. 14-1402-82 

1:100 
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Table 6: Secondary antibodies for histology 

Target Host Conjugate Sourced from Dilution 

Chicken IgY Goat Alexa Fluor® 488 Invitrogen 

Cat.No. A-11039 

1:1000 

Chicken IgY Goat Alexa Fluor® 546 Invitrogen 

Cat.No. A-11040 

1:800 

Rat IgG Goat Alexa Fluor® 546 Invitrogen 

Cat.No. A-11081 

1:800 

Rat IgG Goat Alexa Fluor® 647 Invitrogen 

Cat.No. A-21247 

1:800 

Rabbit IgG Goat Alexa Fluor® 546 Invitrogen 

Cat.No. A-11010 

1:800 

Guinea pig IgG Goat Alexa Fluor® 647 Jackson IRL 

Cat.No. 106-605-003 

1:500 

 

 

5.2.8  RNA isolation and qRT-PCR 

For the extraction of the total RNA from CP and meninges, the samples were processed with 

the ISOLATE II RNA Micro Kit (Bioline) according to the manufacturers specifications. For the 

extraction of the total RNA from the OB, FC, Cbel and the BMVs, the samples were homoge-

nized with a ceramic sphere (1/4’’, MP-Biomedical) in a Fast-Prep-24-homogenizer (MP-Bio-

medical) in  peqGOLD Trifast (Peqlab) (1 ml for FC and Cbel, 500 µl for OB and BMVs) for 2 x 

20s at 4,5 m/s. Afterwards, samples were left resting for 5 minutes at RT. For the further ex-

traction, firstly a maximum of 1 ml of the homogenate was transferred into a new tube already 

containing chloroform (Fluka Analytical) (200 µl for FC and Cbel, 100 µl for OB and BMVs) 

which was then shaken for 15 seconds by hand. The suspension was then incubated for 10 

minutes at RT and afterwards centrifuged at 13.000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4 °C. After centrif-

ugation, the clear phase was carefully isolated and transferred into a new tube already con-

taining 500 µl isopropanol (J.T. Baker). This was then gently mixed and incubated for 5 minutes 

at RT. Subsequently this step was followed by a further centrifugation at 13.000 rpm for 10 

minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet washed in 1 ml of 75% ethanol 

(Otto Fischar GmbH & Co. KG). The suspension was then centrifuged at 13.000 rpm for 10 

minutes at 4 °C.  
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This washing step was repeated once and the pellet was left to dry afterwards at RT for 5-10 

minutes. Finally the pellet was resuspended in 20-200 µl of RNase free water (Sigma) (depend-

ing on the amount of sample material) and RNA concentration was measured at the NanoDrop 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). For cDNA synthesis, the M-MLV reverse transcriptase kit (Invi-

trogen) was used according to the manufacturers specifications. 1 µg of the isolated RNA was 

used for cDNA synthesis. For the analyses of the LGTV RNA, the KAPA probe fast universal 

qPCR Kit (KAPA Biosystems) was used according to the manufacturers specifications together 

with the primers for LGTV NS3 (Table 7) and a probe for LGTV NS3 (FAM-AGAGA-

CAGATCCCTGATGG-BHQ1). For the analyses of CLDN-2, CLDN-5, occludin and ZO-1 the KAPA 

SYBR fast qPCR master mix universal (KAPA Biosystems) was used together with the respective 

primers (Table 7) according to the manufacturers specifications. For comparison, the house-

keeping gene β-actin was analyzed in the same way. For all analyses, the 1:10 diluted cDNA 

out of 1 µg RNA was used. The Samples were analyzed in LightCycler multiwell plates (96 well, 

white, Roche) with the LightCycler® 480 Instrument II (Roche). The ratio of LGTV or the tight 

junction proteins to β-actin was analyzed with the LightCycler® Software 480 II (Roche).  

 

5.2.9 Focus forming unit assay 

For the FFU assay, Vero cells (ATCC) were seeded with a density of 2x104 cells per well in a 96-

well plate (Sarstedt AG) in 100 µl of Vero cell culture medium containing RPMI (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific Inc.) with 25mM HEPES, 10% FBS (Capricorn scientific GmbH), 1% pyruvate (Sigma 

Aldrich) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). After 24 h, the cell layer 

reached about 80% confluence. At this time point, the samples from the serum and CSF isola-

tions were thawed and eight serial dilutions by factor ten were made ranging from 10-1 to 10-

8 in DMEM. The Vero cell culture medium was aspirated from the plates, the wells were 

washed once with 100 µl PBS and 50 µl of the respective dilutions were added per well. After 

incubating the plates 2 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2 the dilutions were aspirated and 100 µl of overlay 

medium containing MEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) with 1,5% methocel (Sigma Aldrich), 

2% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% Glutamax® (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.), 4,2 g/ L BSA, 20mM 

HEPES, 2,4 g/ L NaHCO3 (Sigma Aldrich) and 34% H2O  was added. The plates were then incu-

bated for 48h at 37 °C and 5% CO2. After the incubation, the overlay medium was aspirated 

and the wells were washed with 150 µl PBS three times. Subsequently, the Plates were put in 

a bath of 6% formaldehyde (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG) in 0,9% NaCl solution.  
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After 30 minutes of fixation, the cells were fixed and the virus inactivated. The plates were 

washed thoroughly in tap water, tapped dry on tissues and 60 µl of permeabilisation solution 

containing PBS with 0,5% Triton X-100, 0,05% Tween80 (Sigma Aldrich) and 20 mM Glycin (Carl 

Roth GmbH & Co. KG) was added per well. After 20 minutes, the solution was removed and 

the wells were washed once with 150 µl washing solution (PBS with 0,05% Tween80). The 

washing step was followed by adding 50 µl of primary antibody solution (PBS with 10% FBS, 

0,05% Tween80, 0,1% NaN3 (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG), mouse anti-TBEV E-protein antibody 

1:1000 [277]) to each well. After 1h, the primary antibody solution was removed and the wells 

were washed twice with 150 µl washing solution respectively. Then 50 µl of secondary anti-

body solution (PBS with 10% FBS, 0,05% Tween80, goat anti-mouse antibody conjugated with 

horseradish peroxidase 1:2000 (Jackson IRL, Cat.No. 115-035-003)) was added per well. Sub-

sequently after an incubation time of 1h, the solution was removed and the wells were 

washed again twice with 150 µl washing solution. The assay was proceeded by adding 60 µl of 

TrueBlue peroxidase substrate (SeraCare life sciences Inc.) to each well and incubating the 

plates for 30 minutes. After incubation, the solution was discarded and the wells were exam-

ined with a stereomicroscope. The manifested purple foci were counted and the FFUs were 

calculated.  

 

Table 7: Primers for qRT-PCR 

Gene 
GenBank 
Access Number 

Forward Reverse 

CLDN-2 

(mouse) 

NM_016675.4 GACGGCTCCGTTTTCTAGATGC TCGTTTGGCTGCTGCTCTTG 

CLDN-5 

(mouse) 

NM_013805.4 TCTGCTGGTTCGCCAACAT CGGCACCGTCGGATCA 

Occludin 

(mouse) 

NM_008756.2 TGGCAAGCGATCATACCCAGAG CTGCCTGAAGTCATCCACACTC 

ZO-1 

(mouse) 

NM_009386.2 GTTGGTACGGTGCCCTGAAAGA GCTGACAGGTAGGACAGACGAT 

LGTV NS3 

(mouse) 

NP_740299.1 AACGGAGCCATAGCCAGTGA AACCCGTCCCGCCACTC 

β-actin BC138614.1 TGGAATCCTGTGGCATCCATGAAA TAAAACGCAGCTCAGTAACAGTCCG 
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7.  Attachment 

Glossary 

 

(+)ssRNA Positive sense single stranded ribonucleic acid 

µg Microgram 

µm Micrometer 

ABC ATP-binding cassette 

ATP Adenosine triphosphate 

BAMs Barrier associated macrophages 

BBB Blood-brain-barrier 

BCSFB Blood-cerebrospinal fluid-barrier 

BHS Blut-Hirn-Schranke 

BLS Blut-Liquor-Schranke 

BMECs Brain microvascular endothelial cells 

BMVs Brain microvessels 

BSA Bovine serum albumin 

C Capsid 

C° Grad Celsius 

CAMs CNS-associated macrophages 

Cbel Cerebellum 

CD Cluster of differentiation 

cDNA Complementary DNA 

CLDN Claudin 

CNS Central nervous system 

CP Choroid plexus 

DAPI 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

DENV Dengue virus 

DMEM Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium 

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 

DNAse Deoxyribonuklease  

ds Double stranded  



 

E Envelope 

ER Endoplasmic reticulum 

FBS Fetal bovine serum 

FC Frontal cortex 

FFUs Focus forming units 

GFAP Glial fibrillary acidic protein 

h Hours 

HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid) 

hpi Hours post infection 

Iba-1 Ionized calcium-binding adapter molecule 1 

IFITMs Interferon-induced transmembrane proteins 

IFN Interferon 

Ifnar Interferon-α receptor 

Ifnar-/- Interferon-α receptor deficient 

Ig Immunoglobulin  

IRF Interferon regulatory factor 

ISGs Interferon stimulated genes 

ISRE Interferon-stimulated response element 

JAK Janus kinase 

JAMs Junction adhesion molecules 

JEV Japanese encephalitis virus 

l Liter 

LGTV Langat virus 

M Membrane  

MAVS-/- Mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein deficient 

MDA-5 Melanoma differentiation-associated protein-5 

mg Milligram 

ml Milliliter 

MyD88 Myeloid differentiation primary response 88 

n Number 

NaCl Sodium chloride 

NeuN Neuronal nuclei 



 

NF-κB Nuclear factor - κB 

ns Not significant 

NS Nonstructural protein 

NVU Neurovascular unit 

OB Olfactory bulb 

PAMPs Pathogen associated molecular patterns 

PBS Phosphate buffered saline 

PDGFRβ Platelet-derived growth factor receptor β 

PNS Peripheral nervous system 

prM Precursor-membrane 

PRRs Pattern recognition receptors 

qRT-PCR Quantitative real-time, reverse transcriptase poly-

merase chain reaction 

RIG-I Retinoic acid-inducible gene I 

rpm Rounds per minute 

RT Room temperature 

RVFV Rift valley fever virus 

SARS-CoV-2 Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 

SC Subcutaneous 

SEM Standard error of the mean 

STAT Signal transducer and activator of transcription 

TBEV Tick-borne encephalitis virus 

TBS Tris-buffered saline 

TIR Toll-interleukin-1 receptor 

TLR Toll-like receptor 

TMEM119 Transmembrane protein 119 

TRIF TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β 

TRIM Tripartite motif 

Tris Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 

TYK Tyrosine-protein kinase 

VSV Vesicular stomatitis virus 

WNV West Nile virus 



 

WT Wild-type C57BL/6 

YFV Yellow fever virus 

ZO-1 Zonula occludens-1 protein 
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